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ne night with Public Safety:
:'s not all donuts
:LEAN FLOOD

is concerned about the police car ra
dio, which isn't working very well.
Vandalism is reported in Grace Covell,
ulitor's note: Working as a Union the third floor. Wfe drive over and
public safety officer on a cam
walk up to inspect the damage. Some
like UOP sounds like an easy job,
dry erase marker on the wall, and a
Write a few parking tickets, eat
design of a sun with "Mentor sucks"
i donuts, crack down on jaywalkin the center.
and not much else. Last Saturday
Begg will not file a report. "About
|>f Dec. 2, Pacifican reporter
a 15 minute report for the graffiti," he
' •on Flood got a different perspecsays, and adds that both would wash
'" hen he spent four hours alongoff easily.
! ( OP officer Guy Begg. Here is his
We swing through the Townhouse
apartments. "Been getting through a
li s 8 p.m. Friday night, and
lot of the U-bolt locks," says Begg,
dus policeman Guy Begg has
commenting on some recent bicycle
i on duty for four hours already,
thefts. "There are
usually works nine hour days,
not a lot of places you can U-bolt
f days on and three days off. He's
a lock to," says Begg. "All it takes is a
king a gun, wearing shoes that
good U-shaped post concreted in the
rt kill his knees when he runs,
ground. That is going to be the best
bruising the campus in a patrol
way to secure it."
You need your serial numbers to
Completely different police de
recover a stolen bike, the number
cent here," says Begg. "More
stamped to the bottom of the frame,
nunity oriented," Begg says as
Begg says. He has seen some people
ings his car through the camriding stolen bicycles on campus, and
Jhreets. "Basically they send us
he cannot do anything because with
nvestigate everything," he says,
out the serial number he cannot iden
bats in a fraternity house, to
tify the bike as stolen.
ng suspects in a high speed car
"It is a group of kids," says Begg.
"I know who it is." Only the police can
egg scans the parking lots look
do little about the problem. "Misde
er suspicious activity. "Probably
meanor offense," says Begg. "Probably
lost common crime on campus
dismissal if they are juveniles," and
litoburglary," he says, "then vanprobation if they have prior convic
'jm, fire alarms and alcohol vio
tions, he adds.
lins."
We pull up to Pershing and Alpine,
Ihe radio crackles to life. Begg
See Donuts, page 7

fican staff writer

This is the last Pacifican of the semester.
Look for us again Feb.8.
I
Pros outweigh cons for a
'andardized "dead week."

Opinion page 15

Illpi

Many Greek chapters decorated their houses for the holidays this year;
including Archania (above), complete with their name in lights.

$300,000 loss has
bookstore scrambling
DAVID OTTENFELD
Pacifican staff writer
The UOP bookstore lost nearly
$300,000 last year due to computer
overstocking and an effort to sell
computers without a profit as a ser
vice to the university.
"I wish I could go back and do
the year over after what happened,"
said Bookstore Director Albert War
ren.
The bookstore management
hasn't strayed away from addressing
the situation and wishes to make
amends in the future.
"It's our goal that we move from
this year, from a negative standpoint,
to a positive standpoint," Warren said.

rvisi D E

"Toy Story"
receives rave reviews.

A & E page 20

The losses occurred because the
bookstore decided to sell computers
at cost, which limits profitability. A
lack of sales, surplus sitting in inven
tory, and current technological ad
vancement compounded the prob
lems.
"Our loss did not constitute
something that someone came in,
drove a truck up and drove it away,"
said Warren. "The loss was because
of devaluation and procedures that
were not properly followed."
One of the main problems was
price protection. Price protection
means that when a computer price
goes down, the manufacturer issues
See Bookstore, page 10
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On Nov. 21, an incident of arson

LIEUTENANT JERRY HOUSTON
Associate Director of Public Safety
November 16 - November 29, 1995

VEHICLE THEFT
On Nov. 29, a burgundy 1977
Datsun 280Z was stolen from North
Service Road
THEFTS
On Nov. 16, a 1994 Colorado
State football ring was stolen from
John Ballantyne Hall.
A red frame 18-speed bicycle,
valued at $75, was stolen from the
School of Education on Nov. 20.
A Nishiki gunmetal blue, men's
18-speed mountain bicycle, valued
at $400, was stolen from Grace
Covell on Nov. 27.
On Nov. 27, petty cash was
taken from the ASUOP office.
A bicycle was stolen from Grace
Covell on Nov. 28.
VANDALISM
On Nov. 17, bulletin boards were
damaged throughout Grace Covell.
Nov. 19, the glass cover for a fire
extinguisher was broken in Grace
Covell.
A rear vehicle window was bro
ken on Campus Way, Nov. 20.

SAVE $2.00
with any purchase of $5.00 or more at

On Nov. 21, a car door was
keyed in Parking Lot #4 (Long TheSprinkler heads were broken at
Physical Plant on Nov. 22.

On Nov. 28, illegal possession of
marijuana was discovered in Grace
Covell Hall.

DID YOU KNOW?

MISCELLANEOUS

On Nov. 16, a challenge to fight
occurred in McCaffrey Center.
On Nov. 16, a challenge to fight
occurred at the William Knox Holt
Memorial Library.
A DUI arrest occurred on
Pershing Avenue, Nov. 18.
Trespassing was reported at the
Townhouse B-section, Nov. 18.
On Nov. 18, a stiucture fire oc
curred at Callison Dining Hall.
On Nov. 18, an incident of evad
ing a peace officer occurred on
Pershing Avenue.
Attempted arson occurred at
Grace Covell Hall, Nov. 19.
On Nov. 21, annoying phone
calls were reported in Southwest
Hall.
CinemaCal Enterprises
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computer, even if you didn't buy it from us.
And if you can't find what you're looking for, call
us at (209) 957-5555 and we'll find it for you.

Great Service.
Great People.

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

A DUI arrest was made on I acific
Avenue at Cleveland on Nov. 22.
On Nov. 22, illegal garbage dump
ing occurred at the Department of
Public Safety.
A warrant arrest was made on
Pacific Avenue at Monterey on Nov.

ALARM TAMPERING
Grace Covell Hall, Nov. 16
Grace Covell Hall, Nov. 19
Southwest Hall, Nov. 19
Grace Covell Hall, Nov. 20
Grace Covell Hall, Nov. 20
Grace Covell Hall, Nov. 20

WHO WENT UP A Hill AND CAME DOWN A MOUNTAIN
IPGI DAILY: 7:00 8:45PM. SEP. ADM.

Home Style Meals

occurred at the Pacific Club.

704 W. Swain Road • Stockton • (209) 957-5555

During this period of time, Pub
lic Safety officers provided 139 hours
of foot patrol and 10 hours of bicycle
patrol to the campus, provided 13
escorts, found 29 open windows/
doors, contacted 28 suspicious per
sons, and investigated 16 suspicious
circumstances. Officers also assisted
21 stranded motorists.
If you have any inquires about
any of the information provided in
this report, you are encouraged to
contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate
Director of Public Safety at 946-2537
(extension 2537 from campus
phones). You may also call anony
mously to report any suspicious cir
cumstances or persons.

Diversity Week
theme: Building
Bridges
Celebrate Diversity is an on
going education campaign to pro
mote understanding and sensitiv
ity toward diversity in ability, age,
ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual
orientation, size and socioeco
nomic class.
The campaign culminates
with Diversity Week, a seven-day
conference each spring, offering
free workshops and seminars,
panel discussions, films and cul
tural events, all with the purpose
of helping everyone recognize
and appreciate diversity.
The 1996 theme is "Building
Bridges Piece by Piece." The focus
is to forge new working relation
ships on and off campus. Diver
sity Week is scheduled for March
22-29, 1996.
For questions or more infor
mation call 946-2082.

Setting it Straight
We want to make sure the stories in
the newspaper are correct. If an er
ror has been made, please contact
Editor-in-Chief Kate Lamping by
telephone at: (209) 946-2115 or
through
the
internet
at:
PACIFICAN@VMS.1.CC.UOREDU
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ublic Safety officers leave notes on cars: Parking tickets

1RY HUNTINGTON
cifican guest writer

Imagine walking up to your car
vou suddenly see a pink piece of
r on your window: a parking
t issued by Public Safety notifyvou that you have parked in a
cted zone.
hat is the case for most students
are unaware of the parking retions on campus. The most cornparking violations are issued in
lit parking, restricted time zones,
ones and handicapped zones. All
hose zones, except permit parkare enforceable 24 hours a day,
Jays a year and permit parking is
inrceable Monday through Friday
in. to 5 p.m.
unior Julianna Landon said she
I js angry when she found two parkkfjj ig tickets on her car which had been
.'Wed for more than one day.
'My first reaction was 'I had no
I was parked in the wrong zone.'"
nlon said. "1 parked across from
Ice Covell with the signs facing
|te ... and I didn't see them there
?n I parked at night."
Cathy Bialek, parking coordinalat Public Safety, said she often re

ceives appeals by people like Landon
who want to fight a parking ticket for
any number of reasons.
"Anybody who receives a citation
can challenge it by filling out a form
giving an explanation on what hap
pened, and, if it's a feasible story, it
could be excused," Bialek said.
Junior Derek Mehl received a
parking ticket and tried to fight it by
filling out the necessary paperwork.
"1 went over to campus police and
I signed the petition to fight it," Mehl
said. "I checked to see if it was a time
zone limit when 1 parked there and I
didn't see it," he said. "I explained
this on my petition and when I got it
back two weeks ago, my request for
revoking the ticket was denied be
cause the area was evidently properly
marked."
Students who risk parking in a
restricted zone and don't receive a
ticket can consider themselves fortu
nate, according to Robert Calaway,
the director of Public Safety.
"Sometimes we don't have the
people or the time to enforce it on a
particular day or even a period of a
couple of days, depending on what
is happening on other parts of the
campus," Calaway said. "An officer

tudents sexually
arassed by E-mail
:HRISTINEILL
cifican guest writer
Some UOP students say they have
i sexually offensive, belittling and
sgusting" messages on the e-mail
tem, similar to those that have
n reported at colleges across the
intry.
But no UOP students have been
rged in connection with the abuse
lie free electronic campus mail sysl.
A recent Associated Press survey
nd complaints about e-mail hament at many of the nation's uni
fies have risen sharply over the
18 months as students, faculty

will take the time to enforce parking
violations if it's slow-going on cam
pus."
Chuck Howell, a UOP public
safety officer for 31 years, said he has
issued tickets to many violators, in
cluding four of UOP's former presi
dents and a former chaplain of the
university.
"1 don't play favorites. If some
body else beyond me wants to go
ahead and take care of that citation,
that's up to them," Howell said. "My
job is to write it and to enforce the

parking violations that we have."
Public Safety issues approxi
mately 300 parking tickets a month.
That number has doubled from the
previous average of 150 tickets a
month. That is due to additional
parking enforcement.
The money collected from park
ing tickets on campus goes to the
maintenance of roads, curb-painting,
street signs and other street related
items.

St. Mary's Dining Hall, located under the freeway south of Lincoln St. in Stockton,
is one of the places where UOP students can volunteer to help.

and staff have gained increased access
to electronic communications.
Those messages do not come to
people just at other schools, they are
coming to students on this campus
as well.
UOP sophomore Jen Turner has
come across several sexually explicit
messages while reading her e-mail.
"I was disgusted and annoyed
that I had to look at this stuff. It was
so awful," Turner said. "But it's so easy
to get access to any student's account
number I can see how this hap
pened."
See Harassment, page 11

photo by Rick Marhula

UOP students say they have seen sexually offensive, belittling and
igusting" messages on the e-mail system

Volunteers needed for
holiday meal at St. Mary's
ALYSON LEVY
Pacifican staff writer
He played UOP football. He was
drafted by the World's Football
League, the New York Jets, and the
San Francisco Forty-Niners. He was a
bank manager who said he started to
steal to support a cocaine habit.
Like many other people who
want to help the troubled or face
trouble themselves, Willy Viney now
works at St. Mary's Dining Hall.
As Christmas approaches, St.
Mary's Dining Hall, located under the
freeway south of Lincoln St. in Stock
ton, takes on additional importance
as a place where the less fortunate can
receive support. It is one of the places
where UOP students can volunteer to
help.
One of the recipients of such help
was Willy Viney.
"I thought I was invincible and
started taking computers. I was a hor
ror story. I finally got tired of being a
drug addict and came here (St. Mary's
.interMth.Bioing Room),. l anded up.

volunteering for the next eight
months and now I work in the cloth
ing room," he said
"Football was no where as grati
fying as this work has been for me,"
said Viney.
The hall offers free meals, dental
and medical services, education for
children and adults, and a warehouse
that distributes everything from
couches to refrigerators, said Brewer.
"The food is donated from every
imaginable source: Costco, donut
shops, egg farms, canneries. Some
people will even bring over their left
overs from large celebrations like
weddings," said director David
Brewer.
In 1994, St. Mary's Dining Hall
served 264,000 meals and supplied
hundreds of families with emergency
food.
Food is not the only thing that
the poor can receive at St. Mary's Din
ing Hall. Men, women and children
can shower, shop without charge for
See Volunteers, page 9
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Adult re-entry at
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Some UOP students just aren t traditio^c

TONI B. HAY
Pacifican guest writer
When a professor asks a question
in class, who is the first person to raise
a hand? Chances are its the enthusi
astic, if not slightly older hand of a
reentry student that pops up in ready
anticipation.
The majority of students at UOP
are considered traditional, ranging in
age from 18 to 24.
Every year a group of students
ranging from age 25 to over 60
bravely alter their lifestyles to don
their backpacks and join the younger
generation at UOP.
Donald Duns, the dean of Uni
versity College, said he was pleased
to report a thriving enrollment of 203
adult reentry students. In 1985, the
first University College class had only
17 students.
Though reentry students are also
enrolled in the other schools at UOI?
University College is designed to sup
port the individual who has different
needs.

"The average age in University
College is between 38 and 40, said
Duns. "Most of them have come in
with college experience behind them,
but they couldn't complete it because
of all the things young adults do.
They get married, they have kids,
some of them are single parents. They
have careers and responsibilities.

Every year a group of
students ranging from age
25 to over 60 bravely alter
their lifestyles to don their
backpacks and join the
younger generation at
UOP
Not all traditional students enjoy
having older students in classes. Jun
ior Curt Bowman spoke about his first
impession of reentry students.
"1 went to a junior college before
I came to UOP and we had a lot of
older students there," Bowman said.

Re-entry profile

No retirement plans for
Alexa Cameron
TONI B. HAY
Pacifican guest writer
When most people are dreaming
of retirement at age 63, Alexa May
Cameron is dreaming about receiving
her diploma next spring. When the
UOP senior marches in the cer
emony, she will be 64, and anxiously
peering into her future. Rocking
chairs and idle time are not part of
this energetic woman's vocabulary.
"1 started at UOP when I was 58,"
said Cameron in her lilting Scottish
accent. "Previously I had been taking

classes at Delta off and on for about
30 years."
Her educational career began
when her son was in the second
grade. The schools were teaching a
new kind of math, and Cameron
wanted to be able to help him. At 32,
she enrolled in a basic math class. For
the next 26 years she took classes that
peaked her interest.
Cameron worked for 20 years, 14
of them with Wells Fargo Bank. After
a divorce she decided she wanted to
See Cameron, page 5

.. they bugged m<a
"To tell the truth,
me
because a lot of them seemed flaky.
"The reentry students here seem
real serious about suc^eed*"S
though," Bowman said, "I think that
inspires the other students to work
harder*"
Assistant Dean Barbara Shaw said
the average reentry student works
hard to maintain high grades while
balancing family and career.
"We offer extensive academic
counseling," said Shaw, "and a net
work of other adult students. Reen
try students have a need to connect
with others like themselves, and we
provide that."
Gail Wagner, a Liberal Studies
major with a concentration in En
glish, is graduating from UOP this
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TAX
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IEXP1RES 12-31-951
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Re-entry profile

David King: Racing
toward a degree
TONI B. HAY
Pacifican guest writer
Hard work and determination are
the elements David King used to be
come the California state cycling
champion in 1990. The drive he uses
to succeed in 100 mile races is what
the 30-year-old UOP junior uses to
carry 14 units towards a degree in
Sports Medicine.
"I always knew that I was going
to have to go back to school some
day," said King. "In high school I was
totally unfocused. I was into other
things besides school and then I
started racing. But even when I was
racing, I knew that someday I would
go back."
King competed on a national
level in distance road-races until
1991.
"I got to a point when I realized
I

Student Special

December. The mother of, CH
ters with five grandchijN Pai
prehensive when shefi^
school
"It took a month Oil the
comfortable with myself.?§!«
said. "I had a lot of self.^'fbl
really encouraged by th^
the professors, and by
coi
support at University Coi|J ot
Rather than being intJ; F
a room full of adults 30yea,>p
ior, Wagner said she felt corr ' Ct
"I found the kids to be ve^ SU
ive," she said. "I think Ms"
they would like to see their t
doing the same thing. They
you as long as you haveSoJei

near
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David King

I needed something to fallt®
so I went to a community ff
King said. "I started takingd®
I liked and after a year 1 kiw
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See Kin f
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^COP Dean Benedetti: Master of Mentor program

"In.

rUDICTI
\TFII I
:HRISTI NEILL

never runs out of things to talk
the top, or suffers because the con
icifican guest writer
about," said colleague Dr. Roger
trast with the president is no longer
Barnett.
so great."
Books lay on shelves stacked to
Barnett works closely with
Benedetti teaches Introduction to
thty 'tht ceiling, the desk is piled neatly
Benedetti on the Mentor Program,
Political
Theory and participates in
nystii (lith papers and chairs are comfortwhich Benedetti brought to Pacific!
the
Mentor
seminars. He has strong
*1/ arranged around the office,
"He is the moving force behind Men
feelings
about
the Honors Program
A dean's office probably doesn't
ythf
tor and the easiest and nicest person
and has strengthened the Black and
iytt)j' 'ioine to mind, especially the office
to get along with," said Barnett.
Ethnic Studies programs along with
TV
of the busiest deans on camPraise came from others that work
the Film Studies programs.
1
Uv
But
this
s
a
'intjf
*
description of the
closely with him. "He is the most
"He's really open and openV ft ice of Dr. Robert R. Benedetti, Dean
energetic person I've ever worked
minded
to any suggestions," said jun
e]t[; of the College of the Pacific. The ca
for," said Carol Krause, Benedetti's ad
ior Margarita Alvarez, who was
sual atmosphere and his friendly
ministrative assistant who has
Benedetti's student when she was a
mile make Benedetti easy to ap
worked for the university for eight
freshman. She said that he gets really
proach and often captivating to lisyears.
involved with students.
nen to.
But Benedetti's standing at UOP
"After each paper that we turned
Benedetti is working on his sevalso may have benefited in the past
in, Dr. Benedetti would set up a time
ith year as dean of the college. He
by comparisons to former president
in his office for us to discuss our pa
as coordinated a reorganization of
Bill Atchley.
pers. Sometimes I would sit there for
ie General Education program and
"I'll never forget my first day at a couple hours talking. He is really
worked with faculty and alumni to
UOP, when 1 met Bill Atchley and
dedicated to students," Alvarez said.
Clarify the mission of COR
said, 'What have I gotten myself in
She also said that he has helped
"We need to re-center ourselves
to,"' said one COP professor who
her consider other perspectives and
On campus, take credit for our accom
asked not to be identified. "Atchley
has broadened her outlook regarding
plishments and achieve success where
was at his back-slapping, good-ol'many different ideas and concepts
ic haven't," Benedetti said.
boy, politician worst. I then met
which have helped her through her
» Before coming to Pacific,
Benedetti and was reassured that at
enedetti served as provost and proleast someone here had the kind of
Cameron
^ssor of Political Science at New Colserious intellect I expected at this
ge, University of South Florida. He
school."
continued from page 4
as been the president of both the
"President DeRosa is a lot more
Iflorida Political Science Association
do something different with her life.
like Benedetti in thoughtfulness and
pnd the Northern California Political
"When I came to UOR I wanted
temperament," the professor said. "It
: ence Association.
to become a counselor to help victims
will be interesting to see whether
of abuse or criminal acts," Cameron
"He is a great intellectual who
Benedetti gains due to the change at
said. "I took a criminology course be
cause I decided I should study the
criminal to better help the victim."
Cameron ended up volunteering
Reg. $25;
for the county jail when the inmate
'•
Pill Arn/iir
410
•$12 Reg $i5:
program manager visited her crimi
nology class. Her volunteer work led
ExpiwsJCf): 1. 1996 • Hew Customers Only
COMPLETE CARE NAILS SALON FOR MEN & WOMEN
to a job as an inmate caseworker at
the
county jail.
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then."
"One thing I try to tell students
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Manicure, Pedicure &
is by going out into the community
:
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and volunteering, you never know
j
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when it's going to open doors to you,"
•
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photo by Rick Marhula

COP Dean Bob Benedetti

college career.
Benedetti said he would like even
more serious opportunities for infor
mal discussion with students. His re
lationship with faculty and students
is very important.
Benedetti said he does have some
free time every now and then to do
the off-campus things he loves, like
going to the opera, fine wines, read
ing books and enjoying art.

said Cameron. "And you get to un
derstand the community better too."
The age difference between her
and her fellow students doesn't
bother Cameron in the least.
"I've always felt very comfortable
around the UOP campus," Cameron
said. "I think if you're open and
friendly others will respond to you."
"I must have a mother image be
cause the younger ones approach me
often. I think that being older they
must think I have the answers.
They're probably much smarter than
I am, though," she said.
Cameron doesn't have a year or
an age picked for her retirement. She
attributes her attitude and energy to
her father, who didn't retire until his
ninety-sixth birthday.
"Maybe what they say is true,"
she said. "Maybe the apple doesn't
fall far from the tree."

J Expires Jan. 1. 1996' New CustomersOnly
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Direct Internet Dial-up Access!
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Call for UOP Student Special
(SOU) 446 - 7322 In Reach Internet, Stockton, CA

King
continued from page S

my general education classes."
Transferring from a school with a
large number of reentry students to
UOP was difficult for King. He said
the first day of school was intimidat
ing.
"I was a little apprehensive," King
said. "The ages at the junior college
are higher, so I felt pretty comfortable
there. But I was also excited to be here,
and really curious to see what the
classes, the students and the profes
sors were like.
"Coming to a new school in a new

city is hard anyway, but sometimes I
feel isolated because I'm older," he
said. "I seem to relate better to the
professors than to the students."
Many students at UOP don't even
seem to realize King is older, and he
finds himself feeling more comfort
able on campus every day.
"I plan on getting my masters
degree in Physical Therapy, hopefully
from UOP," King said. "My parents
and my sister are ecstatic that I'm
doing this. And me, well, I'm really
proud."
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DeRosa: UOP needs to improve image national!
SHANNY EAGLE
Pacifican guest writer
All eyes were focused on President
Donald DeRosa as he casually entered
the room and poured himself a glass
of orange juice. His manner was cool
and collected and his tie was orange
and black to display his school spirit.
He came to a student news con
ference to answer questions from a
classroom full of future journalists
The questions ranged from UOP's
national reputation to his personal
struggle to balance family life and
work.
DeRosa said UOP needs to gain
far greater national recognition.
UOP's reputation is somewhat limited
to California and the West Coast and
he would like the university to be
known throughout the United States.
The Admissions Office has done
an excellent job with promotional
tapes and brochures and he wants to
take that information across the
country, he said.
DeRosa said he has visited 11 cit
ies. In those cities he noted that, "it
is incredible what our alumni have

accomplished."
DeRosa said that by using the suc
cess of alumni through the informa
tion that the Admissions Office offers,
UOP could spread its name and repu
tation nationwide.
The major selling points are the

DeRosa said UOP needs to
gain far greater national
recognition. UOP's
reputation is somewhat
limited to California and
the West Coast and he
would like the university to
be known throughout the
United States.
strong sense of community, its com
mitment to academic excellence and
the availability of faculty to students.
As part of promoting UOP, DeRosa
plans to change the mission state
ment to reflect those points.
The mission statement currently

used by Pacific is too generic and ac
cording to DeRosa, it does not fully
exemplify the uniqueness of the urnversity.
"It looks like many other colleges
and universities' mission statements,
he

said-

,•
-n
Several groups are working to a ter the mission statement so it wi 1
show what makes this school special.
Once a new statement has been de
vised, it will be widely circulated
around campus, then it will be sub
mitted to the Board of Regents for
approval.
DeRosa said he hopes that those
steps will help to raise the American
public's awareness of the university.
He said he was "at a point in my
career where I was getting a number
of invitations to become president."
When hje visited Pacific he had a feel
ing that it was the right university for
him. DeRosa said that the university
seemed to fit his interests and back
ground.
While criss-crossing the state and
country to talk about the university,
DeRosa said he was struggling to mas
ter the juggling act between spend

President DeRosa chats
newswriting class.

ing sufficient time on the job,,
with his wife and time withthei,
dren.
"It's easy to assume that men
of your family move with the f.
ture. But I know that the chii
experienced stress and strains,
said. "It has been a real strugg
requires me to find a balance 1
not completely worked out yet

Phi Delta Theta replaces party with Snowball Rebellio
XOCH1TL GARCIA
Pacifican guest writer
Due to student complaints
Snowball RohCllioriJ" will replace the
<uue traditional Phiesta theme party
sponsored by Phi Delta Theta frater
nity?
I ast month, members of
Movimientb F.studiantil Chicano de
Aztlan, a student organization for
Latinos, met with fraternity members
to disc uss the effects of the Phiesta
theme on the I atino community.
"We presented them with the rea
sons why we're asking for the end of

the party," M.B.Gh.A president Daniel
Denton said. " They listened to us and
they understood our point of view."
M.I-Ch.A members said they be
lieved that the Phiesta theme and
authentic Mexican dress requirement
encouraged inappropriate behavior
from students.
Two years ago, people showed up
to the party "dressed as pregnant
women, gangsters and hoodlums as
a way fo fulfill the dress requirement,
as stated in a letter from former
M.E.Ch.'A. president Rogelio Resales.
M.I .( h.A members said they
wanted to prevent this kind of de

rogatory behavior from happening
again, so they approached the frater
nity, which then decided to have a
"Snowball Rebellion," instead.
"The chapter voted on what party
to have," said Deron Brewer, presi
dent of Phi Delta Theta. "They de
cided they didn't want to have
Phiesta ... it [Snowball Rebellion] has
more significance to us, so it seemed
like a proper thing to do."
Snowball Rebellion dates back to
1848, when the fraternity was
founded.
"We view the Snowball.Rebellion
as the event that prompted the ini

tiation of the fraternity," Brewer
"It is something that has hist
significance to the fraternity."
Fraternity members said
hope students will accept thedec
and enjoy the party.
"People in the fraternity arc
cited about it because this is a;
we have done in the past and
party that is really important tcj
brothers," Brewer said.
"I think it's the best for:
groups," said sophomore M
Rahimi. "There can still be af
without worrying about offent
any cultural group."
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All in a nights work: Guns, fires, speeders, break-ins, strangers on campus

ontinued i from page 7

•i ext to the UOP entrance. Suddenly
a car does a fast and illegal U-turn
r ght in front of the squad can Begg
v aits for the light to turn green, then
J ushes the gas pedal down firmly. The
( orvette engine in the police cruiser
1 aps forward.
Begg follows the car over the
1 ridge without sirens. "Unsafe area to
s:op," he comments, concentrating in
ne car ahead. At Brookside he flips a
witch marked "2," and the lights on
tap of the car start flashing. "I'll be
naking a '935' on Pershing, north of
rookside," Begg radios to the dis
patcher. He gets out of the car and
walks forward.
"Lincoln five," dispatcher Judith
1 luston calles to Begg. "Negative RMS,
alpha." The driver has no prior con
victions.
Begg tells the driver to be careful,
then lets him go. "I'll be clear from
that traffic stop with a verbal warn
ing," he radios to Huston.
We swing into the station to pick
up a battery for the portable radio.
Sergeant Wayne German tells Begg
that he will have to stay longer to
night, because two other officers have
called in sick.
"Until basically one a.m., it is just
me," he says. "On Fridays and Satur
days we like to have two—minimum
two. We like to have three." Stock
ton PD always puts two people into
the patrol cars, while the County
Sheriff's office only has six people on
duty. "Cant imagine patrolling all of
San Joaquin county with just six of
ficers?" says Begg.
We drive around the Fraternity
Circle and circle around campus. Begg
swings into the parking lot near the
football stadium, so he can watch for
motorists speeding and running stop
signs.
. The radio crackles, and the dis
patcher talks with some urgency: "Re
port of a fire at the McCaffery Center
apartments," says Huston. Begg .
whips the car out of the parking lot
and he flips on the-lights. He pauses
at each stop sign, but keeps right on.
driving through them.
We pull in behind the Summit,
and Begg jumps out of the car and
grabs a fire extinguisher from the
trunk. He runs up the walk. To our
left, a poster is burning on the. third
floor railing. The fire is pretty much
out and several shivering, young
woman are standing around. One has
fire extinguisher
"I never got to use it," says Holly
Hogan, pointing down to the plastic
retaining pin. "I couldn't figure it
out."
y ,i;. y;.;'
Begg smiles and says: "Let me get
the hero's name," Hiding behind the
smile is relief, and his laughter con
ceals his concern for the students. He
takes down some information, checks

I

PZB9B
the charge on Hogan's extinguisher,
and tells her how to use it.
We walk back down to the patrol
car and continue driving around the
campus.
"We use 926 for 'what's your lo
cation,"' says Begg, "and in '10 code'
that means dead body. The first time.
I was here I heard that and said, 'what
dead body?"'
Begg pulls the car into the same
parking lot and watches motorists
approach the stop sign."None of
them will stop," he predicts, then
watches car after car roll through the
stop sign. "Only about a third of
people we stop are students," he says,
and adds that's why you need to be
careful. There are guns on campus, he
says.
Not three minutes after we stop
in the parking lot, a sedan blows right
through the stop sign. "That guy
didn't even bother to stop," says Begg,
as the patrol car pushes forward and
around the turn.
The lights flash again, and the car
pulls over. The car has five people in
it, and Begg walks forward cautiously.
He takes down some information,
and asks the young men to lift their
shirts, looking for guns.
Security officer Philip Long, who
isn't a full police officer; pulls up be
hind the patrol car, gets out of his car
and walks forward. He opens Begg's
car door and stands behind it. "Our
training tells us to take cover;" he
explains. Long is one of several secu
rity officers the university employees,
but only one of two with the paper
work to carry a firearm.
Begg walks back from the
violator's car, and Huston sends back
information. One person in the car
is on parole. Begg starts filling out a

been more officers on duty that night.
He said he couldn't get tied up in a
booking, because that would leave
the campus without an officer on
patrol.
The driver said I pulled her over
because they were black, he says. "It
is not a black thing," explains Begg
as we drive away. " It is a traffic thing.
'You were in violation, that's why 1
pulled you over.'"
We
swing
through
the
Townhouse apartments again, and
stop to check on some stranded mo
torists. "Both had smashed trunk
lids," says Begg as he climbs back into
the patrol car. "One had a bullet hole
in the door. It always makes you
think."
We drive out past the School of
Pharmacy and signal to take a right
onto Pacific, when a woman comes
speeding by in her car Begg turns and
follows her down the street. We pass
a 30 mph sign. "She should see the
sign now," he mumbles, about to pull
her over. She doesn't slow down
much. "I can live with 36," says Begg,
as he lets her go and turns right off
Pacific.
It is 11 p.m. "Now we're at the
point in the evening that any juve
niles we see we can turn them over
to the Stockton P.D.," says Begg.
The radio crackles to life as we
drive past the sororities. Begg is given
a partial plate description on a red
Chevy Blazer involved in a '2-11' of a
bicycle. "Now it is a felony," says
Begg. A 2-11 is an aimed robbery.
The Stockton P.D. dispatcher ad
vises the suspects were armed with a
.38 handgun, and were last seen on
El Dorado.
« "If it wasn't for the fact that they
were so stupid," says Begg, "we prob
ably wouldn't catch so many of them.
Probably wont catch thesmart ones."
44 It is not a black thing/'
We pull aiouhd campus again,
explains Begg as we drive then stop in Fraternity Circle when a
young man runs out and asks Begg if
- away. " It is a traffic
he has a 'slim jim,' and can he open
thing. 'You were in
his Porshe because he locked his keys
violation. That's why I v in the car. Begg offers to let him use
the door opening tool, but wont
palled you over/"
open the door himself.
• "The liability isn't worth it," says
ticket.
.Begg. "I'll jump start cars." He says
Suddenly everyone in the car
the last time he opened a car for a
starts to get out. "Please step back into.
lady, she called later and complained the vehicle," shouts Begg, drawing his
he scratched the cat
.gun and holding it down and behind . •r The night gets busier as time ticks
his leg. They hesitate, then pile back
on:
• .
inside.
• 11:10 p.m.: Begg sights a suspi
Begg ends up giving a ticket to the
cious person on a bicycle. As we are .
woman who was driving for not hav
circling around to sneak up on .the
ing her license and for having expired
man, we pass a motorist driving too
license plates. He he will not have to
fast. "I'll let that one go," says Begg. "
go to court, since those are adminisBegg gets out of the car adjusts his
tration.offenses. He doesn't give her
belt and trots off in search of the sus
a ticket for the stop sign.
pect.
Begg wished he could have
"10 Lincoln 5, foot pursuit of a
searched everyone in the vehicle, and
bicycle," radios Bigg. The suspect gets
he would have done so if there had
away.

photo by MacLean Flood

UOP Public Safety Officer Guy Begg
writes a ticket on Saturday night.

• 11:20 p.m.: Begg thinks he sees
a suspicious person in a Honda Civic.
Nobody is in the car.
• 11:30 p.m.: Stopped at the Black
Student Engineer's Party in George
Wilson Hall and talked with the se
curity officer there about the armed
robber and the red Blazer. "Seen one
lately?" asks the security officer, long
ing for a little excitement.
• 11:37 p.m.: Drives through the
fraternity circle as music blares. "Un
less we receive a noise complaint
there is nothing we can do," says
Begg.
• 11:40 p.m.: Three juveniles are
walking down Pershing. Wfe stop at
the football parking lot and watch
them walk down the street. We watch
a motorist whip around the comer,
tires screeching, but take no action.
"We've got bigger things," says Begg.
He pulls the car out of the park
ing lot and we drive up behind the
youths. Begg shiryes the spotlight at
the Rids, and uses the P.A.. He stops
the car arid parti .them down, asks
them their ages and if their parents if
they know they are out at night.
Begg writes down information,
asking for information twice, or three
times to see if they repeatsomething i
differently.
• 11:50 p.m.: Security Officer
Philip Long arrives. A young woman
walks up and talks to thethree offie--».
ers. The three juveniles have been
seated on the curb, between the un-.
marked car and Begg's patrol vehicle:
• The three follow youths the
woman, who turns out to be their,
cousin, get into her car and drive off
• at midnight.
"That works for me," says Begg as
he gets back into the cat "As long as :•
they are not out walking around and
getting intotrouble." Four hours have
whizzed by, it's midnight, and I am
going home: Begg will be on duty
until 3 a.m., working late to cover for
the sick officers.
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World AIDS Day brings
issue to campus
EVERLY INONG
Pacifican Guest Writter
Poster board gravestones reveal
ing AIDS and HIV statistics caught the
attention of students walking by
Anderson Lawn last week. The usu
ally plain and empty lawn became a
makeshift graveyard reminding stu
dents of the grim consequences of
AIDS.
"It's scary...These statistics are
amazing," sophomore Brandy
Tolman said Friday, as she stopped to
read the gravestones. "People need
to be more educated and not take
their lives for granted," she said.
In celebration of World AIDS Day,
students, faculty and staff wore red
ribbons to symbolize AIDS awareness.
World AIDS Day events were spon
sored by the McCaffrey Center and
Student Health Advisory Committee.
Health officials said that one in
500 college students is infected with
the HIV virus. AIDS is the sixth lead
ing cause of dealth among young
people between the ages of 15-24. In
San Joaquin County alone, 311
people have lost their lives to AIDS.
Katie Hildebrand, a graduate stu
dent, coordinated this year's World
AIDS Day events at UOP. Hildebrand,
who is the house director of Alpha
Chi Omega, became involved with
the event for several reasons. She said
HIV and AIDS are a personal interest
and she is also involved in SHAC.
The tragedy of this disease be
came a reality for Hildebrand when
she found out that her first boyfriend
had died of AIDS.
"It was a real shock," she said.
Hildebrand corrdinated the event
because she wanted people to know

that there is such a thing as World
AIDS Day. She said there is also an
AIDS Awareness Month, which is Oc
tober.
„
. ,
World AIDS Day is a different, but
perfect oppotunity to educate people
about AIDS.
"We try to be creative and eaten

people's attention," Hildebrand said.
President Donald DeRosa spoke at
opening ceremonies in the McCaffrey
Center. A table with condoms, red rib
bons, and information on AIDS and
HIV was set up by SHAC and the San
Joaquin AIDS Foundation.
In the McCaffrey Center TV
room, movies dealing with AIDS
played throughout the day. An AIDS
panel quilt display, made by SHAC,
was also in the TV room. Individuals
from the campus and Stockton com
munity contributed ten names of
people who have died from AIDS to
add to the quilt.
This is the first group effort by
UOP students to do an AIDS quilt
panel, said Carol Roth, registered
nurse and SHAC advisor
The quilt panel will be sent to the
San Francisco AIDS Foundation to
become a part of the Names Project
Quilt displayed world wide, said
Hildebrand.
Members of SHAC sold "Romantikits" and "Condom-grams" and set
up donation cups in the Summit and
the Bookstore to raise money for the
SJAF. They raised a total of $112.
"I hope...that people understand
...that it (AIDS) is something that
could happen to them and their
friends," said Hildbrand. "It's a little
closer to home than most people re
alize."
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A look back in UOP history

Cowplop benfits St. Marys

1 rom the archives of The Pacifican and its predecessors

5 Years Ago (1990):
Despite the fact that professor's
claries at UOP have been ranked
among the lower 38% in the coun| try, the faculty retention rate is
nigh. Atchley stated that he is rec
ommending to the Board of Re
gents a 5.2% increase in the cam
pus salary pool... Males between 18
and 25 may be asked to serve their
country and student deferment
nay not be an option. Anti-war
movements are surfacing through
out the country. Reaction to the
crisis has been relatively quiet at
UOP.
10 Years Ago (1985):
ASUOP's Tiger Grocery is sched
uled to receive some improve
ments. The $22,000 price tag will
include a new cash register and a
refrigeration unit for the north
wall... The Spanos Center has been
selected by the NCAA as the host
sight for the women's volleyball
Northwest Regional... The forensics
team scored five trophies at the
Stephen Collins Invitational at
Modesto Junior College.
15 Years Ago (1980):
Cinema director Steve Chan
has been reprimanded by the presi
dent of ASUOP for the free screen
ing of the film "Flesh Gordon" to a
select group of friends in the Carter
House basement... A 12.8 percent
tuition increase is expected for the
1981-82 fiscal year, according to ad
ministrative officials. The $681 raise
will bring tuition to $6,363.

20 Years Ago (1975):
UOP tuition will increase $443,
13% above last year's cost. The in
crease was ordered to allow remod
eling of administrators' offices and
increase their salary... Channel 13
is airing the 30 minute television
show "Pacific Weekly," every Sat
urday. The show features Pacific
and consists of film reports, fea
tures, news, sports and interviews
about campus activities.
25 Years Ago (1970):
The Anderson Y bookstore is
open and offers underground
newspapers, fiction, modern po
etry and ethnic literature.
50 Years Ago (1945):
Pacific added a new major this
semester: International Relations...
The women's Student Standard's
Committee decided that women
are not to wear shorts or jeans on
campus unless on their way to gym
class... An exhibit of original pho
tographs of the Madonna is on dis
play in Weber Hall. The photo
graphs were taken in the Museum
of Florence in Italy.
85 Years Ago (1910):
Sixteen men were awarded the
privilege of wearing block letters
for the sport of rugby at a special
awards ceremony during a student
body meeting.
106 Years Ago (1889):
The turn out in the college
chapel was astounding for the cel
ebration of the Emendia Society's
anniversary: No. 31.

i Re-entry
tontinued from page 5
intelligent to say.
Dr. Heather Mayne, assistant pro
fessor in the English department, has
been impressed with the high level of
work from returning students.
"Working with reentry students
has been a very positive experience.
A lot of them are very bright, very
motivated and hardworking Mayne
said. "I think highly of them. They
have the courage and persistence to
pursue their education for whatever
reason."
High academic achievement is a
mmon characteristic of older stu
dents. With a combination of life ex
perience, motivation and maturity,
» my of them do better in school the
second time around.
Duns described the typical stu
dent at University College.
"Most of out students have great
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GPA's," Duns said. "Our students have
also won most of the major academic
awards through the years, and they
are frequently chosen as the out
standing graduating student in their
department."
Ben Frausto, a traditional student
in his sophomore year, said he
thought it was great that older stu
dents were brave enough to take the
steps to improve their lives.
"It takes a lot of effort to have a
job, and a family, and go toschool,"
Frausto said. "And it must be hard
because they probably feel out of
place."
Mai tee, a traditional student in
her junior year; enjoys having mature
students in her classes.
"Everyone needs education," said
Lee, "nomatter how old you are."

a •%~t t ** •
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Phi Delta Theta sponsored a creative, successful philanthropy last week. Students
milled arouncf last Friday, in hopes this nice cow would relieve itself on their
square of field. The cow chooses one out of 1500 squaws, and the winner
receives a trip for two to the Napa Valley, including a night in a bed and
breakfast and a hot-air balloon ride. Part of the proceeds of the event benefit
St. Mary's dining hall. Over 60 people were in attendance to see Shawn Windle's
square be the lucky one. The fraternity also plans to cook a dinner at the
dining hall in the near future.

Volunteers needed for holidays
continued from page 3
clothing and even get a haircut.
"Our primary intent is the assis
tance of the poor, not only meeting
their bodily needs but also to rein
force their dignity as humans. Every
thing here is free and there are no
questions asked," said Brcwer.

tainly can't afford medicine. We
would really like to get the UOP Phar
macy School involved. It would be
great experience for the students,"
said Brewer.
Education for adults and for chil
dren in kindergarten through sixth
grade is yet another service offered.
The amount of students enrolled in
"Our primary intent is the the
program fluctuates between 40 to
assistance of the poor, not 70. Average length of enrollment is
somewhere between four and six
only meeting their bodily
needs but also to reinforce weeks.
"At this school, children do not
their dignity as humans.
look forward to weekend or vaca
Everything here is free and tions. All vacation means is going
home to sleep in a car or a shelter;"
there are no questions
said Brewer.
The dining facility opens at 7:30
asked," said Brewer.
a.m. and serves a continental break
fast. At 11:00 a.m. the main meal is
The center distributes about 4,500 served and people may get a sack
pieces of clothing a day.
lunch to eat latet
UOP students who would like
"Dressing a person and seeing the
volunteer at St. Mary's Dining Hail
difference is amazing. It's a transfor
must simply walk up to the office and
mation. Even their posture is more
ask. They can work in any of the pro
erect," said Viney.
UOP students or faculty who grams offered by the facility, said
would like to donate clothing, can
Brewer.
"Many people say, 'why don't
take it to the hall or call the facility
these people do what I do and get a
and they will pick it up, Brewer said.
Free medical and dental services
job or straighten out their lives.' But
it is a very complex issue. Every one
are also offered. The waiting rooms
of them has lived a stressful life from
of both facilities are often so full that
people have to wait outside, said being battered by a- parent to inces
tuous situations," said Brewer.
Brewer.
"We rrty upon the community to
"We're trying to get a good phar
volunteer; and so far the community
macy developed. Because if these
people cant afford a doctor they cer- 5 has been very generous,"said Brewer.
• rT-,
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What's Up Doc?

•

P
VI

'Tis the season to cough ana
SARAH GRIMES, M.D.
Cowell Health Center

•

Although the weather this year is
deceiving, the winter months are
upon us. With the season comes an
increase in colds and flu.
How„can you tell the difference
between a common cold and the flu?
An important difference is that flu
causes fever, which is usually absent
with a cold. Stuffy noses generally
occur more often with a cold. The
symptoms of flu are likely to be more
severe and last longer than symptoms
of a cold.
Both illnesses are caused by vi
ruses and are easily spread from one
person to another Infected persons
can spray tiny droplets of the virus
into the air by coughing or sneezing.
That infected material might then
taken into "a new victim" through

the respiratory system. Having gained
entrance into the body, those viruses
can multiply and cause illness.
The flu is rarely fatal . Older
people and people with chronic dis
eases (diabetes, asthma or heart dis
ease) are at greater risk of serious com
plications like pneumonia.
The flu is generally a mild disease
in healthy children, young adults and
middle-aged people. Flu symptoms
can include weakness, cough, head
ache and a sudden rise in tempera
ture. The fever can last anywhere
from 24 hours to 7-10 days. Addi
tional symptoms such as aching
muscles, chills and watery eyes could
also be present.
Cold symptoms include a clear
watery nasal discharge, congestion,
mild headache and sneezing. In the
San Joaquin valley the symptoms are
often difficult to separate from aller-

mio
gies. Mild colds might
last for 7-10
days, but could be as short as 24-48
hours. Colds might be complicated by
secondary bacterial infections such as
sinusitis and ear infections A clue to
bacterial infections is a change o
nasal secretions from clear to yellow
or green.
Certain flu strains could be prevented by an annual flu shot or a vac
cination. Flu viruses change all the
time and the vaccinations are up
dated each year. Amantadine is an
antiviral drug that can be used to pre
vent and treat some viruses when the
vaccine has not been administered.
The most important treatment for
both the flu and a cold is bed rest,
fluids and aspirin or Tylenol. Antibi
otics are not an effective treatment
unless complications develop. Exer
cise, good nutrition and rest are also
important to keep a healthy and ef

fective immune system. ^
alcohol, drugs and smokij
harmful to the immune sysf [P"3
[Ui

The most imponQl]{ u
treatment for both t(,f
and a cold is bed re: *
fluids and aspirin 0. p
Tylenol. Exercise, g0[
nutrition and restart r
important to keep0 e
healthy and effect j
immune system i
Flu shots are being given aiHealth Center through mid-De;
ber. Please call 946-2315 for ail
pointment.

Bookstore changes sales due to budget loss
continued from page 1

a statement calling for the lowering
of the initial price. If a response is
given within five days, the retailer
receives the difference in cost, via
check.

Warren has started spot
auditing on inventories
throughout the year. No
longer are computers sold
at cost. Also, computers
are sold to students by
ordering from the vendor,
instead of the inventory,
to prevent the stock from
depreciating in value.
The merchandise in the book
store had gotten old, prices fell, the
computers were deemed obsolete,
and therefore the excess merchandise
couldn't be returned.
Karen Belden from the Housing
Department was assigned to oversee

CI

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 o.m.
Monday - Friday

(209) 478-6290
2324 GRAND CANAI BLVD. •£ • STOCKTON, CA 05207
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTRANCE

Catering Available

the management of the bookstore
after the heavy loss. She is a troubleshooter looking to help with future
improvements and to prevent the
computer budget problem from hap
pening again.
"My main goals are to make [the
bookstore] profitable and help A1 with
whatever financial analysis hei> do
ing, to help control the inventory,"
said Belden.
Aside from developing "twice as
many gray hairs," Warren has started
spot auditing on inventories through
out the year. No longer are comput
ers sold at cost. Also, computers are
sold to students by ordering from the
vendor, instead of the inventoiy, to
prevent the stock from depreciating
in value.
UOP President Donald DeRosa
said the loss for the fiscal year end
ing Sept. 30, was covered by surplus
in other UOP accounts.
"When some area is in the red,
the way things have operated, there
are other areas that wind up with
money left oven So in the end it is
simply taking money from those who
have something left over and recover
the loss in another area," said DeRosa.

Now Open
For Breakfast
7 Days A Week!

Leno's Birdcage Cafe
Mexican-American Food
inside Sears 5110 Pacific Ave.
open M-F 7-7 Sat.& Snn. 7-5
956-4713 or 475-6551
To Go Orders Available Too!

The computer sales are in the University Book Store
Warren said that at times he
would be driving home pondering
what took place during the computer
disaster.

Student Dental Plan!

only$57°o

"This is the worstt feelingthat
I
said Vvara
takes a lot out of you."

ever had in my life,"

PACIFIC VI

Save 30 - 60%

From Classics to Adult fil®
3214 Pacific Avenue
943-2558
(Across the street from Luck)

For information call

Rent two new releasgJ
get one older title m

per year

on your dental needs

1 - 800 - 655 - 3225

< .Free Meuibership.WithUOPk
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Provost candidates
visit campus

Candidates for the position of
vost have been visiting Pacific's
tnpus. Dr. Erwin Seibel, Dean of
idergraduate Studies at San Franilth). <T.co State University visited on Nov
. 1%®' and 21.
Or'OfLl The second candidate, Dt Ann S.
Ijj Tirren, former Interim Provost at
q. . A nerican University, was on campus
P'fjj ifrom Nov. 29 to Dec.l. Both candit/jj dates visited the Law and Dental
rDr! • s< hools, as well. Dr Philip Gilbertson,
. "IVA'v.HII
tyjDean OI
of the
lilt College of TYI15
Arts and
dllU Sci3C1® m "ences at Valparaiso University arrived
!g& Dec. 6. Dr. Thomas Canavan, Dean
0i the College of Arts and Sciences at
Drexel Univeristy will visit Dec. 10
through Dec. 12.

Yee named dental group preisdent
Dr. Herbert Yee, a member of
UOP's Board of Regents, was elected
president of the International Col
lege of Dentists during the 136th
annual session of the American
Dental Association held Oct. 6 in
Las Vegas.
Yee received his doctor of den
tistry from UOP's School of Den

tistry in San Francisco, and attended
Pacific Union College and Stanford
University. He has been a UOP re
gent since 1972.
The International College of
Dentists accepts only the top 3 per
cent of dental practitioners, profes
sors and scientists.
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Pharmacy School
receives $10,000
For the third consecutive year, the
McKesson Drug Company has pro
vided UOP with a $10,000 gift. War
ren Peacor, vice president of sales,
personally delivered the check that
will be used to assist Pharmacy stu
dents with strong academic records
and financial need.

rest

Harassment

for continued from page 3
315
No one has been accused of abus
ing e-mail at UOP said UNIX com
puter lab director Dave Lundy. Stuents say they are aware of the abuse.
"There's definitely some filth travling around," said senior Marc
chneider. He said that he and his
riend have sent each other messages
hat could be considered sexually ofensive, but have never sent them to
nyone they don't know.
Junior Tracy Grisham said that she
las come across messages that explictly detailed a party where heavy
Irinking occurred and then several
jp nales had sex with one female. "It was
« ilisgusting," Grisham said.
Ease and relative anonymity of efc mail allows for perpetrators to harass
"S and bother unsuspecting victims.
"E-mail gives people to the chance
o do this (harass others) because it's
% almost impossible to regulate it," said
unior Tami Condon.
Officials at Cornell University an
nounced last week that they were con
ducting an investigation of four fresh
man connected with an e-mail mes
sage joking about rape and listing "75
1 reasons why women should not have
freedom of speech." Cornell is inves
tigating the students for possible
sexual harassment and misuse of com
puter resources, according to AP.
When discussing punishment,
university officials have to remember
that First Amendment rights of free
speech are involved and it can be hard
for them to take any action against
students at all. Sometimes there's no
way to pinpoint the exact person who
sent the offensive message.
"1 think that people should use
their e-mail as responsibly as they can
,md not send whatever they want to
anyone they want," said junior
Margarita Alvarez, "an incident like
this shows how people abuse valuable
technology and also promotes aggres-,
sion towards women.-".- r—-J
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It's Coming...

The New & Improved

Catch it Saturday, March 23rd, I 996
7:00pm in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
TICKETS ARE $6.00 GENERAL ADMISSION
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT ALAN SCOTT
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Students push marijuana
CHAD LEMONS

Pacifican guest writer
Despite a nationwide increase in
teenage marijuana use, UOP officials
say they have not seen much change
in pot use on campus.
"I don't think there is a substan
tial increase or decrease in the use of
marijuana on campus," said UOP
public safety officer Wayne Germann.
Approximately 40 pot-related
items such as bongs, pipes and roach
clips are confiscated each year from
the Pacific campus. Two years ago,
one student was caught growing
marijuana plants in his university
apartment.
"Marijuana is probably the most
common used drug on campus," said
Sgt. Germann.
With elections around the comer,
California's biggest cash crop, mari
juana, has been a popular drug to dis
cuss as the debate remains whether
it should be legalized.
Marijuana is gaining popularity
as an intoxicant and a source of fi
ber, food and fuel, said an article in
the " l imes Advocate." With pot use
among teenagers doubling since 1992
and the widespread availability on
the streets, drug agencies are losing
the battle against marijuana, said the
same article.
"Most drug crimes are done in
private," said Germann. "We are not
getting anywhere." It is hard to en-~
force drug laws due to this and the
undercover sting operations cost too
much money, Gemiann said.
Senior Sean McCusker, who has
done two research papers on the le
galization of marijuana, would like to
see it decriminalized. "It should be
researched for all of its values," he
said. "You can make clothes and feed
people."
McCusker said that the plant was
used by our founding fathers, includ
ing Thomas Jefferson, who used
hemp to make rope and other prod
ucts. Medically, marijuana can be
used to alleviate symptoms of glau
coma and menstrual problems. So
cially, decriminalization can "free up"
the jail system and prevent flooding
of the court, said McCusker.
"Drugs have always been a part
of cultures," said McCusker. "We
don't want to admit it."
McCusker, who expects to be on
the Dean's List this semester, thinks
that America, coming from a Puritan
background, has a hard time accept
ing pot as a part of culture. He hopes
by examining other models, like
Amsterdam, where marijuana is legal,
society will see the possibilities of de
criminalizing pot.
Senior Ryan Jack said, "As a busi
ness major, I can see the government
legalizing marijuspa for, if$ ecoopqijg

*1

benefits."
Other UOP students agree.
"There is way too much time energy,
and tax money spent on something
that is no more harmful than alco
hol," said student Dev Krishnan.
Krishnan has never tried mari
juana and says he does not plan to
use the drug in the future. However,
he has learned a lot about the issue

in high school and college courses
such'Is Mentor Seminar II. Krishnan
said that society needs to act on the
drug problem before it starts through
educational programs.
"Really, marijuana is as easy to get
as alcohol," said Krishnan. "A lot of
people do not realize this.
Chantelle Lowe, a sophomore, is
not surprised that marijuana is so

popular. Pot is less dang^
alcohol, she said. "If theg0Vfl
regulated legislation, it J
safer."
UOP Public Safety will),.
remain neutral on the issue
ficer has to put his personalk!
behind,"
UC111UU' said Germann.
111 %
»tlt
enforcement) are behind the.
%
ity of the public." few
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December 11th through 15th
Mon - Thurs • 9:00 am to 4:30 pm
Fri • 9:00 am to 4:00 pm

McCaffrey Center Patio
Why Let Old
Books Clutter Your Shelves?
Get More Space and
More Cash!

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
Books . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

^1

1 Delta • Net
TLocal Internet Access
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oviding Local Internet access for as little as
1 35/month. Premium dial up accounts are
citable at $24.95/month.
i Lorraine Ave. #218
cckton, CA 95210
>oe: 209-473-5950
ix: 209-473-5951
nail: rogerasl@deltainet.com

ALASKA,
WHERE YOU CO
TO MASTER
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

Money. Majors and More!

Seniors urged to register for job search
BURTON JAY NADLER
Director Career Services
Here are some reminders for stu
dents, faculty and alumni:
Seniors, please register. Inform us
of job search and graduate school
plans. Once registered, we can for
ward appropriate information regard
ing on-campus recruiting, job
postings and other resources and ser
vices. Provide a distribution ready
resume as soon as possible. Employ
ers are already requesting information
on prospective candidates. Resumes
are being reviewed and interviews
arranged.
Juniors, begin thinking about
summer internships and other explo
ration activities. Co-op and intern
program orientations continue until
the end of this semester and begin
again when you return. To learn
about what would be required of
these wonderful academic-credit ex
periences, you must first attend an
orientation. To discuss non-credit al
ternatives, make an appointment to
see a Career Services counselor. Spring
and summer are ideal times to com

plete critical exploration activities.
Freshmen and sophomores
should also be thinking about sum
mer options. Internships and other
opportunities, as well as summer jobs,
require thought and action earlier
than most students think. Career Fo
cus work can assist those determin
ing majors or those seeking greater
clarification of goals. Visit our office,
second floor McConchie Hall, 235
West Stadium, as soon as you can
during spring semester
Our services are available to
alumni as well as those attending
UOP. Let us know if we can help with
resume development, job search strat
egy or other related issues. Register
ing as an active job seeker is your first
step. Call 946-2361 or fax 946-2670
so we can forward you a registration
form. Once you return a registration
form and resume, a great deal can be
done. Conduct a tele-counseling ap
pointment with one of our staff to
clarify your situation.
Faculty and other UOP friends
and colleagues are asked to forward
job announcements and inform us of
success stories. We depend upon you

STRESSED OUT?
Is studying for Finals frying your brain?

Alaska and Alaska Pacific
University - the perfect environ
ments for study.
Earn your Bachelors or Masters
degree in Environmental Science
from Alaska Pacific University, in
the heart of our nation's last great
wilderness.
Program combines environmen
tal study, planning and policy,
management and administration.
G.I.S. on campus. University
extensions located in the Mat-Su
Valley and Kachemak Bay.

Call 1-800-252-7528
for more information

ALASKA
PACIFIC
l n i v e r s i t y
4101 University Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508-4672

E-mail: apu@corcom.com
http://www.alaska.net/-apu
Phone: (907) 564-8248
Fax: (907) 564-8317
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Have you been staring at your books for so long that you are
more familiar with the color of your highlighter then the color
of the Sun?

Or do you just need an excuse to get away from your roommate?
Then take a break!
Join the Alumni Student Council for a Final Exam Relief Party.
Its just our way of saying Good Luck on your finals and have a
Happy Holiday Season. Enjoy all the syudy break essentials:
Coffee. Pizza. Snacks. Soda and the company of other
brain-fried Pacificans

Where: McCafferey Center Student Lounge
When: Wednesday, December 13, 1995
12:00 p.m. -2:00 p. m.
Why: Why not? Who needs an excuse
to stop studying!
Who:
Everyone is invited to stop by &
grab something to eat & drink
Sponsored by the Alumni Student Council
Food provided by the

to regularly turn leads into formal
postings.
Give us a call at 946-2215 and let
us know if you've heard about pos
sible full-time, part-time or internship
options. We will contact the prospec
tive employer to clarify next steps.
Ideally, the posting will become
"open" for all to review and respond.
Whenever possible, we send re
sumes of qualified seniors and alumni
directly to employers, facilitating the
process greatly. While we understand
you may wish to recommend a select
few students at first, after you have
done so, expand the candidate pool.
Employers appreciate special referrals,
but they want results which often
require quality as well as quantity of
candidates. Also, we always like to
identify success stories and make
them public so we all can show great
Pacific Pride in our soon-to-be and
recent graduates.
Congratulations
to
Lori
Yarbrough, an Eberhardt School of
Business student, who recently ac
cepted an offer to be a business con
sultant for the Stockton Minority
Business Development Center Lori
will be sharing her business analysis,
marketing, entrepreneurial and mo
tivational talents with others, facili
tating their efforts to make business
wishes come true. Good luck Lori.
Career Services wishes everyone
the very best for the holiday season
and New Year. May all of your wishes
come true. We are open throughout
January if you need us. Call or stop
by then, or when you return for
spring semester.

New endowed fund to
Geography and Geology
Marian Schroven delivered a
$25,000 check during November for
the Geology and Geography endow
ment she established.
The endownment is designed to
enhance the programs already offered
and is the fourth endowed fund es
tablished at Pacific by the 1929 COP
graduate.
Her other endowments benefit
the Drama and Dance department,
the Photography program in the Art
department and outstanding seniors
of the Communicative Disorders de
partment.

Spring vacation dates
corrected
According to the Office of Uni
versity Relations, information printed
in the Academic Calendar included
in some of the 1995-96 General Cata
logs may be incorrect. Please take
note that the correct dates for Spring
Break are March 11-15 and the Spring
Holiday is April 8, 1996.
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Save $10 Plus Get Up To 7,000* Bonus Miles
When You Use Your MasterCard® Card To Fly Shuttle™ By United.
Call 1-800-SHUTTLE, ask for
E-Ticket SM and book your flight.
To receive bonus miles
call 1-800-930-3104.

Take $10 Off When You Buy A Roundtrip * *
On Shuttle™ By United. It's fast, it's easy,
and you won't have to worry about lost,
stolen, or forgotten tickets again.
All you need to do is:
1. Have your MasterCard® card ready and call 1-800SHUTTLE, ask tor E-TicketSM and book your flight.
2. Mention this coupon code — Promo UA 0107.
3. We'll store your electronic ticket in our ticketing data
base. Your receipt and itinerary will be mailed to you. If
needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTLE).
4 TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES, simply call
1-800-930-3104 and enroll in Mileage Plus® or
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservation in order
to receive your first roundtrip flight bonus.
5. When you check in for your flight, show your
student photo I.D. and your MasterCard® card
you used to purchase your flight.
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Stuff The Lawyers Wrote...
Discount is valid on Shuttle™ by United published roundtrip lares of $75
or more when issued as an electronic ticket. (CALL 1-800-SHUTTLE.)
Discount is available only on tickets purchased with a MasterCard® card.
Discount is available only at time ol reservation and is only valid on up to two
paid fares purchased together tor travel on same (light date and class of service.
Tickets must be purchased 7 days in advance or by May 15.1996. whichever is
earlier, and are valid for travel through May 31,1996. Otter is not valid with any
other discounts, promotional lares. Mileage Plus® Awards. Silver Wing Plus5",
convention, group, tour, government, military, senior citizen, student, child, travel
package, travel industry discount, joint, interline, wholesale, or bulk. Discounted
travel is eligible lor Mileage Plus credit. Seats available for cedain fares are
capacity controlled and may not be available on cedain flights or dates. Discount
does not apply November 21/22/26,1995, December 21-23.26-30.1995; January
1-2,1996; or April 4-8,1996. All fares, taxes, and surcharges, including
Passenger Facility Charges are extra. Cedificate has no cash or refund value and
is void il altered or duplicated.
'Receive 5,000 bonus miles on the first roundtrip you take on United/United
Express/Shuttle by United through 5/31/96 using this offer, plus an additional
2,000 bonus miles when you enroll as a new member in Mileage Plus® during
this promotion. Valid only on first roundtrip through May 31.1996.
"Must be issued using E-Ticket0" electronic ticketing service for a roundtrip fare
of $75 or more. Travel must be completed by May 31,1996.
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Travel Agent Ticketing Instructions:
Treat as Type A - Discount Certificate
1. Validate on UA/016 only. Accept only the original certificate. Apollo will
subprice using appropriate TIC code
2. Issue ticket as follows.
a. FARE BASIS - Actual published Fare Basis and TIC SBU13 ($10 discount).
b. ENDORSEMENTS - "VLD UA." Add other restrictions e.g. "NON REF"
if space allows.
c. NOT VALID BEFORE - Normal date for fare used.
d. NOT VALID AFTER - May 15.1996 or fare expiration date whichever iseatliet
e. FORM OF PAYMENT - Actual lorm of payment.
f. FARE/TAX/TOTAL - Subtract $9.09 from base fare. Add applicable
surcharges/taxes/fees and compute total.
g APOLLO AGENCIES- Enter HB:DLD. Minor keystroke variations may exist
depending on your CRS. so please check.
3. Draw a diagonal line. Write EXCHANGED across Cedificate face. Enter ticket
number. Attach auditor's coupon to cedificate and report to ARC.
4. Standard commission on amount actually collected.
5. Valid travel period: through May 31.1996.

Promo Code UA 0107 PROMO # 8 016 5003 000 0053
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Jonathan C. Sherwood
Opinion Editor
946-2115
e-mail:uoptiger@aol.com
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Editorials

The

Pacific
12 days of Christmas

the twelve days of Christmas, we'd like to give UOP...
One Provost,
Division Two football,
Three new dining halls,
Four fewer flooded lawns,
Five days for dead week,
Six large endowments,
Seven new menu choices at the Summit,
Eight extra library hours,
Nine fewer stop signs,
Ten happy greek chapters,
Eleven new football starters, and
! Twelve hundred new parking spaces.
f rank Flaherty

Students would benefit from
standardized dead week

Letters to the Editor

Student takes moment to reflect on UOP experience

For the last few semesters, students have been complaining
at their instructors need to stop scheduling term paper deadnes and tests the week before finals.
Often students are so busy the week before finals that they
l't find enough time to study for their finals. The suggestion of
dead week" has been made to give students the break they
eed between deadlines and exams so they can shift their conntration to finals.
There are a few different variations to the dead week. Some
udents have suggested that the week before finals be designated
a week of no classes. This would add an extra week to the seester but provide plenty of time to study. Another variation is
at the week before finals be off limits to exams and deadlines
r term papers. Students would still attend classes and professors
rould still conduct classes, but all assignments would be due the
veek before the dead week.
A final idea would be a combination of the two. Students would
ttend classes Monday through Wednesday, but no assignments
vould be due that week. Students could use the four day weekend
study for finals taking place on the following week.
The third suggestion would benefit students the most. If stuents were given an entire week off before finals, they may take
dvantage of the time for leisure activities instead of academic
etivities. In short, the dead week of no classes would turn into
bother break and make the semester longer.
On the other hand, three days of just classroom discussion
•efore finals week could allow professors to review material covred on the final and introduce any last minute information to
e students. Students often find it frustrating when they do not
et their papers back before the semester ends. Many times the
udents want to know what their preliminary grade is so they
ave an idea of what they need to receive on finals to improve
he course grade.
We would like to know what students, professors, and admintrators think of implementing a dead week before finals. Letters
ay be submitted to The Pacifican on the third floor of Hand
11 above KUOP.
Editorials reflect the opinion of a majority of the Pacifican Editorial Board.
All senioreditors-and-seetien-eilitors-are-tnembers-of-the-Beiml-.-'-*

Dear Editor

As I come to the final weeks of
my four-year education at UOP, I
wanted to take a moment and reflect
on the bad and good of my experi
ence while here.
Financial Aid and Finance were
very helpful in my obtaining an "ad
vance" and the beginning of the se
mester and anyone who has had to
do the same understands the signifi
cance of this transaction going
smoothly! Since October 30th of this
year, I have had the unfortunate task
of trying to receive information about
my "promissory note" in order to
have funds transferred to my student
account so that 1 can pay off-campus
living expenses. I realize that there are
many of us at this university who
share similar circumstances but how
many of you feel "lied to" by the Fi
nancial Aid office. I have been given
incorrect and misleading information
as well as an outright lie from the di
rector which was delivered through
one of his counselors on November
10. I would like to believe that, as
adults, someone in authority at Fi
nancial Aid would have had the cour
tesy and the guts to tell me that they
had made a series of mistakes, admit
to them, apologize, and resolve the
problem in a reasonable manner.
Needless to say, I was not a "happy
camper" when I walked out of the
office on the 10th. There is nothing
at this university that riles me more
than being lied to and dismissed like
an ignorant moron. As I said earlier,
eight semesters of learning how to
— _woik within. the constructs.and-com—

fines of the administrative policies
and procedures here has made me a
highly knowledgeable and assertive
veteran at getting answers.
In regards to receiving my "prom
issory note," I cannot help but won
der why I feel violated. What is the
problem? Can someone explain it to
me? Does anyone else feel the same
way? I am certain they do; however,
many people whom 1 have spoken to
wish to remain silent for fear of "mis
placed files" and "delays in getting
their money." I pay too much money
to attend school here to be silenced
by fear. I will no longer be quiet. Presi
dent De Rosa, are you aware that such
feelings run rampant on this campus?
Are you aware of the confusion and
mistrust that is being generated at the
Financial Aid office? I have heard
good things about you from faculty
and staff and I would like to give you
a chance to address and correct these
types of problems. I am concerned for
all those who will still be here after I
am gone!
Not everyone on this campus be
haves in such a manner. I have always
received wonderful, attentive, and
caring attention from faculty mem
bers like Dr.'s Kramer and Pearson
from Geology; Dr.'s Kraynak and Tho
mas from Classics; Dr.'s Mayne,
Knighton and Norton from English;
Dr.'s Banner, Price and Prof. Brierton
from Business and Dr.'s Christianson,
Zimmerman and Mrs. Werner from
Math. The Finance Center has a few
precious gifts as well in Charene Mor- - - „- ~ - S e e - L e t t e r s ) . - p a g e - l 6 »
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Top Ten (jj

Question of the Week

Would students benefit from a dead week before finals?

Annie Wallace, Sophomore
"It wouldn't be quite as stressful. You
wouldn't have to cram, so you'd still be
able to relax."

Kelly Campbell, Junior
"Students would benefit from a dead
week so they can relax, go skiing and
comeback refreshed, take a final then
go home for Christmas."

Susie Berg, Sophomore
"If we had a dead week, they would be
due before dead week and we wouldn't
have to leave our studying until the last
minute."

Excuses (
missing
a final
10. I was run
over by a guyroller-blades,
9. I was up all
:n the
night with

24 hour flu.

Mark O'Pray, Junior
"It would give students time to relax
and it would give them a chance to get
all their work done."

Nick Abramson, Junior
"For my particular major, a lot of the
Communications classes take their
finals a week early, so it wouldn't do
any good."

Gillian McKenzie, Junior
"There are no benefits. Students would
not take advantage of it. For myself, I
work better under pressure."

Letters to the Editor

Students should contribute to senior gift
Dear Editor,
Traditionally, the UOP graduating
class gives a gift to the University
symbolizing their accomplishments
here. Many students wonder what
this class gift is. There are many
bronze plaques all over the campus
that identify these presentations from
previous classes. UOP has received
such things as lighting, picnic
benches, seal of UOP, etc.... This year
we are going to contribute to the li
brary (the heart of UOP), and pur
chase a picnic bench.
I've heard a number of comments
from my fellow classmates, such as:
"Why would I want to give more to
UOP when 1 already give approxi
mately $20,000 a year?" "1 don't have
any money, I'm a college student!" I
don't blame you because that was
how 1 felt. Now that 1 know more
about the class gift and about the
philosophy of giving, I decided that
1 wanted to contribute to the 1996
Class Gift.
Did you know that more than
60% of us receive some form of finan
cial aid? UOP alumni, parents, and
friends give over $1 million annually
to help underwrite the cost of finan
cial aid. To all of you who received a
scholarship, read new books in the
library, have new furniture in your
dorm room, or have classes with less

than fifteen people, thank your
alumni. Stop and consider this idea
of giving. The gift symbolizes our
gratitude to UOP and to faculty and
staff that made a difference in our
lives. I'm sure you have one profes
sor or counselor here who has "been
there" for you. I know I have. I can
name several professors who gave
personal advice, and helped me out
when I needed it.
If you don't want to think about
others, why not think of yourself. If
the school looks good, you look good.
If people stop supporting UOP, and
it closes its doors tomorrow, how
much would your degree be worth?
Zip. Zilch. Nada. Wouldn't it be great
if each of us can save 35 cents a day
from now until graduation for the
benefit of the school and yourself.
You can probably find that kind of
change in your sofa. Your contribu
tion of $19.96 (or $5, or $10, or what
ever you are able to give) will help us
reach our goal. If every graduating
senior makes a contribution, we can
raise over $16,000! This will benefit
a lot of people including you. Re
member your participation is impor
tant!
Please consider the role UOP has
played in your life. Be thankful for
what Pacific has given you. Because
of this institution, you have an edu

cation, which is perhaps the single
most important tool for your future.
I hope this letter has helped you un
derstand what the tradition of class
gift is all about. And I also hope that
you will support our 1996 Class Gift
Campaign.
Mary Fung, Senior
Class Gift Coordinator,
Annual Pacific Fund

Reflections

8. I was
abducted by
aliens.
7. I got lost on
the way to class6. I had to rush
my gold fish to
the vet.
5. My espresso
machine
nil broke
4. My father's
brother's wife's
mother died.

continued from page 15
ris, Jovita Ochoa, Peggy Gwinnup,
and Mai Burgess. University College's
Barbara Shaw and Margaret Payne
have been unfaltering in their emo
tional support.
As much as I am appalled at the
behavior I have received in the Finan
cial Aid office during the last two
weeks, they have three "Miracle
Workers" who should be given wings
and halos. They are Pat Spreer,
Suzanne Malley and the amazing
Dolores Sianez Terrazas. These people
have made my learning experience
here incredible and for that I will be
forever grateful.I just wanted to voice
some concerns and compliments be
fore I left.
Heidi Wilson, Senior

3. I thought yoi
said 8 p.m.
2. "I've fallen
and I can't get
n
up.
1. My bike had
flat tire on the
way to class.
Compiled by:
Carrie Gulbransen
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Jawbreaker: A good accident waiting to happ
, CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer

Schwarzenbach says, referring to
Berkeley's famous community-run,
all-ages punk club. "That was one of
Blake Schwarzenbach, lead singer
the first places we actually played as
of Jawbreaker, has decided he's going
a band. We happened to be living in
to write the story instead of just giv
L.A. at the time. We never played
ing an interview.
L.A."
"San Francisco's Jawbreaker, a
While Jawbreaker may cringe at
power-punk trio in the tradition of
being lumped in with the Green Days
Green Day..." he begins in a cheesy
and Offsprings of the world, the band
MTV voice. "...When asked about the
gratefully acknowledges its roots and
transition from an indie label to DGC,
influences in the East Bay scene.
frontperson Blake Schwarzenbach
"I identify with it at that level,
<said, 'It's been tough.'
because those were the first musicians
"That's kind of the gist of the
that I knew. Since that era, which was
(typical) article," he says, lamenting
a long time ago, it seems like every
the lack of imagination on the part
thing fragmented," he said.
of the rock press. "So we stopped do
It now seems that Jawbreaker has
ing them."
joined the ranks of famous Gilman
Schwarzenbach is understand
alumni like Green Day and Rancid.
ably gun-shy now that any group
Schwarzenbach dismisses it with a
with a guitar and a recording contract
shrug.
is automatically labeled as a "sell
"Everyone's famous now,"
out." After that the band is only a step
Schwarzenbach says. "It's not very
away from trading in their long-time,
hard."
hardcore fans for hordes of giggling
Before they were famous, before
15-year-old girls.
they were "indie." Before they were
A quick look around Jawbreaker's
Jawbreaker, Schwarzenbach, bass
concert venue, San Francisco's Bot
player Chris Bauermeister and drum
tom of the Hill, yields no 15-yearmer Adam Pfahler were... really, re
olds—just plenty of punk scencesters.
ally bad, the singer says.
Last night's gig at the Fillmore, an
"When we started playing to
other, more popular Bay Area venue,
gether, everyone was in such a differ
was for the new, MTV-acquired fans.
ent direction, musically. Chris was
Tonight's show, attended by friends
from an East Coast background, and
and long-time fans, will serve as
he's nuts, too. So what he would
Jawbreaker's homecoming.
come up with...I didn't understand it.
The band relocated to the city's
"Right up to that it was pretty
photo by Johr, D.
Mission District five years ago after a
weird, and it wasn't what Jawbreaker
Jawbreaker
(from
left):
Adam
Pfahler,
Chris
Bauermeister,
Blake
Schmrnl
few years of commuting to the scene
sounded like when we chose that
from Los Angeles.
name. We started out as, like... I
We were really bad," says
Since then they have releasee
"We would play Gilman a lot,"
couldn't even describe it. It was lame.
Schwarzenbach.
more albums, 1994's "24 How
The college band (the three met
venge Therapy" and, most rece
at New York University) became a
"Dear You," their major labeld
part-time, bi-coastal endeavor when
and musical bone of contentior
Pfahler transferred to UCLA. During
While some critics accuse
school vacations they got together to
breaker of infusing the new mai
write, practice, record and tour. In
with radio-ready hooks and a c(
what was, perhaps, the epitome of life
rate sheen, Schwarzenbach argue
as a college band, Jawbreaker re
songs' length and painful lyrics
corded their first album (1990's
elude instant popularity.
"Unfun") over a hectic winter break.
"...There's this industry goir
Unfun' we did over Christmas
all around you...where all theb
break," says Schwarzenbach. Pfahler
are hyper and aggro and so turne
"had to learn almost all the songs four
And we're, like, in the coma w
days before we recorded. That's actu
he told Pulse magazine in Septer
ally why (the album) was called that,
"All our stuff is about shock
because we just thrashed everything."
withdrawal...I mean, this reco
After completing their first na
hurt!"
tional
tour, Schwarzenbach,
"We've always wanted
Bauermeister and Pfahler took time
records to sound as good as they1
off to earn their degrees in English
Schwarzenbach says in defense c
literature and creative writing, phi
new album's slick production,
losophy and literature, and history,
just been the constraint of tin
respectively. Their next album, "Biv
budget or us not knowing whati
Jawbreaker's lead singer and guitarist Blake Schwarzenbach
ouac," was recorded shortly after they
relocated to San Francisco.
See lawbreaker, coot
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Concert review

Jawbreaker: Not punk and they're telling everyone
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
The three members of San Fran
cisco punk group Jawbreaker take
the stage in a manner so unassumg you'd think they were roadies
aking last minute adjustments.
After the briefest of introducis, lead singer and guitarist Blake
warzenbach stomps on his distion pedal and the room exles.
Kids at the front of the crowd
,! am into each other in a rush of engy drawn from Jawbreaker's sonic
i aelstrom. Schwarzenbach lurches
j id leaps around the stage with only
[tie cord plugged in his guitar ani loring him to earth. He is so abs irbed in the music that at one
lint he actually tumbles into the
rum kit.
Bassist Chris Bauermeister is un.haracteristically restrained, his
usual stage antics perhaps hampered
y the loud red kilt he's wearing,
till, he churns out the low, raw
otes with an intensity belied by his
aim demeanor. To his left, drum
mer Adam Pfahler furiously pounds
lis stripped down kit. Every cymial crash and snare crack sits
quarely atop the relentless beat.
Between each song the audience
irfwards the group with hearty apilause. Schwarzenbach works the
rowd with a mixture of self-depre
cating wit and wry observation. His
ans' restrained appreciation (so far,
10 one's broken any bones) is quite
1 contrast to the almost violent ferior displayed at every other show

on the tour. He may have expected
this, the final, homecoming show at
Bottom of the Hill in San Francisco,
to be the wildest night of all.
Instead, Jawbreaker's friends pay
the group the ultimate compliment
by actually listening. None of them
has to prove his or her punk credibil
ity by swinging from the rafters or
jumping off the stage. They are so
engrossed in the music that they
move with it, rather than against it.
Their sound is tight and aggres
sive, and often at odds with the mel
ancholy
lyrical
themes.
Schwarzenbach tells stories of
crushed hope, boredom and despair,
but he catches himself before he
slides into a morass of self-pity. Then
he rebounds with a line like, "There
are times for being dumb. This must
be one of them."
Schwarzenbach's ragged voice
strains and cracks around the melo
dies, revealing what must have been
an initial reluctance to assume vocal
duties. Several years in the role of lead
singer have shaped his sound into
something unique and quite compli
mentary to his lyrics.
As the band nears the end of the
set mapped out in black marker on
Schwarzenbach's arm, the members
seem to draw on the energy flowing
from the audience. The lead singer
hurls himself into the crowd and is
passed, smiling, over heads and
hands. Dozens of arms reach out to
safely return him to the stage.
He regains his footing, grins and
says, "Thanks for catching me."
Jawbreaker's phenomenal perfor
mance is all the thanks they need.

Drummer Adam Pfahler pounds away on stage at the Bottom of the Hill

jawbreaker
continued from page 18

doing.
" I would also hasten to point out
that there is no reverb on this record
at all!"
Instead, Jawbreaker creates a
sound described as "cobwebby cas
cades of glittering, interwoven gui
tars" that "stutter and roar" around
Schwarzenbach's terse, frustrated, and
sometimes funny lyrics.
The singer brushes off the lavish
praise.
"Our sound, 1 think, just comes
from trying to be other bands and not
pulling it off and then actually get
ting in to good accidents with it."
Jawbreaker will perform at the
KWOD 106.5 FM Christmas Party on
Dec. 12 at the El Dorado Saloon.

p"°<o oy u™ ™P«u
Bassist Chris Bauermeister

Movie review

White Man's Burden': No sex, but still really good
N. QUARBAN REVEAL
RYAN SCHNEIDER
1'acifican staff writers
R: Here we are at the end of the
semester, and we're going out with a
bang of a fine film: "White Man's
Burden," starring John Travolta (a
busy man), Harry Bellafonte, and
Kelly Lynch.
N: No, there's no sex in this
movie, it's just really good. Clearly
onnected to the poem of the same
name, this film frames a highly ironic
story with the poem's discussion of
how the Brits must help India.
R: Its irony is first presented in
the title sequence. See, "White Man's
Burden" is a complete inversion of
stereotypes: Whitey is the minority
being repressed by the Negro, hence
? , s e a av"CM*.>! vV'

in the candy sequence, we watch
chocolate pour over cream filling,
brown covering white.
N: This film asks, What if African
Americans were the power structure
and European Whites were the op
pressed? This is different from what
if whites were black and blacks were
whites?
Thaddeus
Thomas
(Bellafonte) is powerful from within
the African American sensibility.
Thaddeus Thomas is not a black man
who has succeeded in a white power
structure: he is the power structure.
N: We experience a great moment
of dislocation when we watch TV
with Pinnock's son Don (Lawrence).
Everybody on TV is black: commer
cials, soap operas, super heroes, ev
eryone. Well done!
R: Indeed, virtually everyone in
•.'in*-kmL" vfrto.v b3.Vc-<y» v>* ',.wo
c
m? 3'

the film is black. Except for Pinnock
(Travolta) and his family, and the in
ner-city school children who are the
recipients of benefits from a fashion
show. Also, all of the police officers
are black, and in one scene we watch
a color-inverted repetition of the
Rodney King incident. As my part
ner has said, this film does not con
tain African Americans who have be
come successful in society and whites
who are impoverished, but an actual
inversion of roles in society.
N: As for story, Pinnock, a prom
ising lower-management employee at
a candy factory, is fired from his job
after an effort to garner favor with the
manager turns into a confused idol
ization of African American female
flesh. Poor Pinnock is told to deliver
a package to the owner of the factory,
\V„i4rir.Vv ii\,'rAj<>. JA'

Thaddeus Thomas. The white maid
misdirects Pinnock and he winds up
lost on Thomas's estate. He stumbles
upon Thomas's wife standing nude in
front of a large picture-window. In
awe, he looks.
R: I beg to differ, for I feel he looks
not in awe but in mere curiosity. Had
he been in awe, he would not have
averted his gaze so quickly. He meant
no offense in the gaze, yet Thomas,
who watches Pinnock watch his wife
as we watch all three of them, ifc
greatly offended and asks the man
ager of the factory to be sure and send
a different delivery boy in the future.
Acting on a conversation we never
actually get to hear, this manager ter
minates Pinnock's employment.
See Burden, page 24
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Movie review

ERIN LEWIS
Pacifican staff writer

the toybox, but it ends far worse - for
Buzz and Woody.
The toys devise ingenious rescue
plans
and spy missions to save Buzz,
Even if you haven't seen a televi
they
make sure that everyone has
and
sion set or a newspaper since you left
a
job
to
do.
They also protect each
home this summer, you've probably
other from Sid, the neighbor boy who
still heard about "Toy Story." All of
could easily be the next Charles
the media hoopla surrounding the
Manson. Let's just say that if you were
movie arose because of the new tech
a toy in Sid's house, you could forget
nology involved; everything in the
about keeping your appendages in
movie has been animated by com
puter.
tact.
Because the film has a new tech
However, great special effects
nological
twist, and because it was
don't automatically make a good
such an overwhelming project, I fig
movie. Because of this, I expected
ured the director would spend more
"Toy Story" to be visually pleasing,
time wowing the audience than mak
but lacking in script quality. What a
chump I was!
ing it realistic. Why spend extra time
with details if your movie is going to
The storyline revolves around
make oodles anyway? Fornutately, for
Andy's toys, and what they do when
moviegoers everywhere, I was wrong
Andy is not around. Basically, they
have all of the essential human emo
this time.
tions.
The attention to detail is brilliant.
In fact, the only real differences
Green army men still have little plas
between toys and humans in this
tic remnants attached to their bod
story are that toys can contort their
ies, the crazy teenaged delivery boy
bodies in all sorts of funny ways (Mr.
has only the "YO" showing on the
Potatohead is always pulling body
back of his Toyota truck, straws
parts out of their sockets), and they
rubbed against soda tops make just
are only really "hurt" if Andy no
the right noise, and so on. I don't
longer wants to play with them.
think I've ever seen a film, sans-aniThe toys get especially nervous
mation, that could imitate real life so
when gift-giving time approaches,
well.
This is because Andy might get a new
"Toy Story" is an all-ages film.
toy that would replace or buly an old
The kiddies will be entertained, and
toy.
their parents will be enlightened.
Woody (Tom Hanks), being
With its pioneering special effects,
Andy's favorite toy for as long as any
"Toy Story" could make billions- With
one can remember, is the leader of the
its strong storyline as well, it could
group. Woody feels left out when this
win Oscars.
year's birthday toy Buzz I.ightyear
Grade: A
(Tim Allen), enters the picture.
Recommended if you like: "The
The special effects in "Toy Story" have been getting rave reviews.
Woody devises a plan to trap Buzz in
Nightmare Before Christmas"
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ave Matthews: Different from any other

HARSCH
cifican guest writer

'|YAN

Five years ago, Dave Matthews, a
^lt'-described "closet guitarist," was
Jinking drinks in a Charlottesville
bar. Today, his five-man band
has an enormous grass-roots follow
ing due to unbelievable record sales
nd nonstop touring. It's all been
lather dizzying for the 29-year-old
South African.
"It's been a pretty steady climb,
l|\ve've been able to keep a fresh
ness about the whole experience,"
thews says of the band's success,
d without a doubt, the music is

h.

Th
The

sound they create is what
latthews refers to as "American mu... a combination of traditional
!azz, South African, jazz fusion, pop,
I atin, and Carribean influences. It is
ht blend of these different styles and
j sounds that weave together to form
tapestry of many flavors, textures,
rhythms, and colors.
Dave Matthews, who comes from
oik background, adds but one di
mension to the band with his rhyth
mic acoustic guitar and soulful voice,
ranges from angelic to a raspy growl.
The supple bass playing of Stefan
Lesard and the bombastic drumming
' of Carter Beauford fuel the groove
with their start-and stop jazz-funk
i rhythms.
Yet what makes this band differ
ent from any other is the evocative
saxaphone and flute of LeRoi Moore,
along with the Celtic-country-fiddle
lines of violinist Boyd Tinsley. These
flowing layers can produce some wild
improvisations on stage.
Matthews
was
born
in
Johannesburg, South Africa, and lived
both there and in the United States
until the age of nineteen. He met the
other members of the band during his
tenure as a waiter and bartender.
"At first it was a strange mixture,"
Matthews recalls. "But right from the
beginning, there was this great en
ergy. We're all really different people
and we all go to our different corners
when the gig is over because we're
different ages and come from differ
ent backgrounds. But the chemistry
when we come together on stage is
really interesting. That makes for a
really unusual sound."
Besides their different sound, an
other appeal of the Dave Matthews
Hand lies in their lyrics. They reflect
a very simple, positive philosophy:
even with all the greed, selfishness,
and raw competition in the world, we
should concentrate on living life to
the fullest.
"Basically, the one thing that's
reccuring is, what's the use of worry
ing? It doesn't matter because we're

LITTLE BY1
OURW/

here, so make the best of it. Each day
goes faster and time passes by and our
time on earth gets shorter." The re
frain to "Tripping Billies," for ex
ample, says: "Eat, drink, and be
merry. For tommorow we die."
After seeing this band open for
the Grateful Dead in Las Vegas in
May, I was convinced that their al
bums do not do them justice. The
music was wild, free-flowing and ex
ploratory, made up of many layers
and textures. The fans—and I—loved
it, dancing excitedly as the Dave
Matthews Band took the jam out far
ther and farther.
"We get turned on by the crowd
being turned on," Matthews explains.
"We're agressive for live audiences
because we like to rise to the occa
sion and it's fun to jam and we're
young, so we like to go crazy."

You can help protect our water by using
natural lawn care products, less toxic house
hold cleaners and by recycling used motor oil.
Call 1-800-504-8484 and we'll send you
more on how you can help protect our rivers,
lakes and oceans forever.
Dave Matthews hand has seen
unbelievable record sales in the last five
years.

CLEAN WATER.
IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE,
WE CAN DO A LOT.

Graduate
with honor.

For generations, health care has been considered
among the noblest of all professions. Since 1909,
Samuel Merritt College has educated thousands of
women and men from a wide variety of academic
backgrounds who have gone on to devote their
professional lives to caring for others.
If you're contemplating a career in the health
sciences, Samuel Merritt College offers a broad
range of academic programs that will prepare you
to meet the challenges of today's rapidly changing
health care environment.

Undergraduate Program
Our Bachelor of Science in Nursing program is
offered in cooperation with Saint Mary's College.
Students attend classes on our state-of-the-art
Holly Yeats. I1SN Class of 199*
campus at Summit Medical Center in Oakland and on the beautiful Saint Mary s
campus in Moraga.

Graduate Programs

We offer four master's degree programs on our Oakland campus.
• Master of Science in Nursing
• Master of Occupational Therapy

• Master of Physical Therapy
• Master of Science in Physical Therap\

There are four distinctive tracks in our Master of Science in Nursing Program.
Medical-Surgical Nursing Health Care of High-Risk Populations,- Family Nurse
Practitioner; and Nurse Anesthesia.
For additional information, call or write today.

Information: 800-607-6377
M U E L

H E R II I I I

C O L L E G E

370 Hawthorne Avenue, Oakland, CA 94609
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'Nick of Time': Johnny Depp, oddball to action h$(
DENTON EDWARDS
Pacifcan staff writter

"%w•

Johnny Depp, who has made his
living by playing oddball characters
in films like "What's Eating Gilbert
Grape," and "Edward Scissorhands,"
now returns to his "21 Jump Street"
roots in a rare conventional leadingman role with "Nick of Time" a pre
dictable, though not terrible pseudothriller.
Depp plays widowed father Gene
Watson, selected randomly to assas
sinate a governor by a man (Christo
pher Walken in his now obligatory
strange-guy role) who takes Watson's
young daughter hostage as incentive.
Depp is told to carry out the act in 90
minutes or his daughter will be killed.
Watson tries to warn the gover
nor (Marsha Mason) but finds mem
bers of her staff involved in the plot.
He is forced to enlist the aid of vari
ous hotel personnel, a la Steven Segal
in "Under Siege 2," including a
shoeshine man played by "Roc's"
Charles S. Dutton.
Director John Badham does a de
cent job of keeping the action mov
ing in a movie you've seen many
times before, and to its credit, it fea
tures few Stallone-esque moments of
unrealism.
scheme.
Though an average joe assassin
might have seemed like a good idea,
After a series of impressive quirky
he is completely unnecessary due to
roles, Depp tries his hand at a stan
all the internal involvement in the
dard action hero with iffy results, lim

ited by the lack of character develop
ment from the writers.
Overall, Depp is better than the
movie, which is still better than any

thing that any other "Jump Str
alumni have done. 1 suggestyot
for video. Everyone else is.
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CALENDAR SECTION
f hursday, Dec. 7
I ( AMPUS
lumping contest from 8 a.m. to
n. Contest will be held outside
i ry Hall. See Dec. 5 for details.
[Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris Chapel,
welcome to join.
)ffice of International Services will

Jiior Global Perspectives "The Legal

Movie: "Nine Months." Hugh Grant stars
in this cliche-laden comedy, filmed in San
Francisco, about a man who enters a state
of male hysteria upon learning that his
long-time girlfriend is pregnant with his
child. Robin Williams plays a nutty be
wildered obstetrician and Tom Arnold
stands out well as usual. Rated PG-13.
McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8 p.m. Movie
will play through Dec. 10.

ksrg from the Political Science Departt. Come join other faculty and stu
nts to discuss how the legal system dif; Tom country to country from noon
11 p.m. in the Bechtel International
iter.
I.st Mark Voltapek performs in conI with pianist Audrey Andrist in Faye
inos Concert Hall at 8 p.m. General
nission is $3, free to UOP students and
I iren under 12.

Tuesday, Dec. 12

TIGER SPORTS
UOP Badminton Club meets every Satur
day from 9:30 a.m. to noon in the UOP
Gym. All are welcome to join the fun.

ON CAMPUS
Co-op/lnternship Program orientation
meeting today from 2 to 3 p.m. on the
second floor of McConchie Hall. If you
are interested in either a co-op or intern
ship, please attend this informational
meeting.

Women's basketball team battles Santa
Clara at 5 p.m. in Santa Clara.
Men's basketball team comes up against
Fresno State at 7:30 p.m. in the Alex G.
Spanos Center. Don't miss one of the last
games of this semester.

Friday, Dec. 8

: An Eye For An Eye." This month's

! ion leader will be Professor Cindy

Saturday, Dec. 9

ON CAMPUS
Faculty Fridays are back! An informal
gathering of UOP's faculty and adminis
trators will be hosted by the University
College. Bechtel International Center. 4
to 6 p.m.

ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Nine Months." See Dec. 7 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8 p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 10

Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian fellow
ship time to sing and study about God's
message. Meets at 8 p.m. in WPC 140.

Learn basic bookkeeping principles in
"Quicken 4.0 for Windows," a Lifelong
Learning class held from 6 to 9 p.m. in
the Classroom Building 102. Cost is $60.
Call 946-2424 for information.
Bring your own prose to read aloud at
Maxwell's Bookmark, located at 2103 Pa
cific Ave., from 6:30 to 9 p.m. Call 4660194 for more information.

ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Nine Months." See Dec. 7 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8 p.m.

Movie: "Nine Months." See Dec. 7 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8 p.m.

! Borrow SMl.

Now $2,14
or S-vS/month*

Power Macintosh' 7100/80 w/CD
8MB RAW700MB hard drive.
PowerPC "processor, double spied CD-ROM
drive, 15" color mouilor, keyboard and mouse.

Apple
Computer Loan
Application

Now $1,75
or S.y/montli

Sure, there's more than oneway to get the money you need to buy a Macintosh*
computer. But none is as painless as this. Because all you have to do is visit
the authorized Apple reseller listed below, apply for an Apple'Computer Loan,
and if you qualify, you can.own a Mac" for a buck or two a day. That's right,
for the price of a daily latte, you can get a Mac and have money left over for

software and a printer. It's easy. No groveling for funds on the phone with the
folks is required. There'll be no bail to post after robbing the bank. You won't
even have to make a payment for 90 days.* Just call
1-800-Apple-LN to apply, and the power of Macintosh Ar\r\|p I
could soon be yours. The power to be your best.'

University Computer Store

Macintosh Perform^ 6214CD
8MB RAM/ICB hard drive.
PowerPC' 603processor. CD-ROM drive.
15"color monitor, keyboard, mouse and
all ll>e software you're likely to need.

Now $245

University Book Store • University Center • (209) 946-2320
Monday - Friday • 8:30 am - 5 pm • Saturday • 12 noon - 4 pm
RRT PRICE for the IXSERT PRODUCT NAVE system sbouv above, we total loanamount aiso mcituus a out* mun un^tumuuj^.
—•
"totter Rate plus a spmil of 6.35%' For example, the month of October 1995 bati an.interest rate of 12.17% with an annual percentage rate (APR) of73.95% Monthlypa^itforjthe total loan amounl
hfsiSSEK MOSTiiLYPAmm. Monthly payment and APK sboirn assumes no deferment of principal and does not Include state or local sales tax. Monthly payments maytary /Upending onactua

StyleWriter 1200
Ink cartridge and cable ittchuktl.
•>*

- -
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Arts

68th annual Band Frolic set to display student ta|,
JANELL BAUER
Pacifican staff writer
The 68th annual Band Frolic will
rock the UOP campus this spring as
Pacific students showcase their talent.
"Band Frolic is a campus-wide
event held in Faye Spanos. The con
servatory hopes to bring together
various living communities, profes
sional fraternities, and social frater
nities to perform and unite the cam
pus," said event Chairman Alan Scott.
Scott said he is still accepting ap
plications for this year's show.
In last year's version of UOP's tra
ditional extravaganza creative light
ing filled the stage, revealing sets con
structed by student artists. Dancers
and singers prepare to display their
talent in choreography, use of props,
and original script-writing.
These 15 minute skits are usually
done by experienced band frolic par
ticipants and larger organizations,

such as living communities.
"For me, Band Frolic is an oppor
tunity to sing and act, and have fun
doing it. I think a lot of people have
dreams of being actors or singers and
Band Frolic is a fun way to experience
drama," said senior Carrie
Kandasamy, who was in the show the
last three years.
"It's a great way to bring the
Greek community and residence halls
together. It also provides entertain
ment for the whole campus," said
Susan Symon, a member of Tri-Delta.
This year, in addition to the 15
minute skits, band frolic will include
entree acts. "Entree acts" will be
shorter performances, such as a bar
ber-shop quartet, dance group, or
stand up comedy.
This year groups will be allowed
to register as competitive or non-com
petitive. Scott hopes that this will
encourage new organizations to en
ter without feeling intimidated.

"The purpose of band frolic is to
bring the campus together in an ef
fort to raise money for the Conserva
tory," said Scott.
When Band Frolic first began in
the 1970s, profits benefited Pacific's
marching band. Today band mem
bers still organize the event, yet pro
ceeds go to the entire Conservatory.
"Two years ago band frolic
funded the band's trip to the South
ern California Music Education Con
ference. Our attendance at the con
ference promoted UOP's name," said
Scott.
Last year's show, which attracted
few entries, ws highlighted by Alex
McDavid of the admission office
dressing like a transvestite and lipsynched a song from "The Rocky Hor
ror Picture Show."
The goal for band frolic this year
is to raise $10,000. Entrance for a
competitive group will cost $75 and
non-competitive group will pay $50.

Entree acts are all
and enter free.
The cost of enteric J
has been cut in half si^F
Scott hoped that the redu
will bring back groups
able to afford entrance 1 '
Entrance fees will <d *
°f- renting Faye Spanos°Ji
of a live during the perfftr :
"We hope that g,A
more willing to pay the ent k
now that we have itemized,1
dition, tickets will be comp Ik
for participants,"saidScopl
This year band frolic, il
place March 23 at 7 p.m D
ond event in Diversity iv 5
Scott. Tickets will be on Sj I
general seating, and a newi-®
of 25 tickets for $125.
If you or your organic
interested in participating
Frolic please contact Alan(
465-7178.

Theatre tryouts: Auditioning for a dream
SHANNY EAGLE
Pacifican guest writer

There were four people who tried
out. Inglese was the first one up. She
nervously tugged at her skirt and
tossed around like the proverbial fish
out of water. But as soon as the pi
ano started playing she fell into char
acter and did a very colorful rendi
tion of "Adelaine's Lament," from
"Guys and Dolls."
Next Kimmich got up and sang a
more serious and passionate, "Pilate's
Dream," from "Jesus Christ Super
star."
After each person's performance,

Long Theater was filled with an
assortment of sounds. Some aspiring
actors warmed up their voices. Oth
ers reviewed and practiced the lyrics
to the music they were about to sing.
Some stood by nervously wringing
their hands. Others looked like they
auditioned every day.
"It is going to be very interesting
to see if my voice is going to crack
with my head cold," said junior Jackie
Inglese as she hunched over the pi
ano and practiced sliding her voice
"At UOP the audition
up and down the scale.
Nov. 29 was the tryouts day for
process is favorable to
the spring 1996 performance of
new actors," said Keith
"Baby." Due to a conflicting perfor
Hammond. "The casting
mance with the Conservatory, the
turnout was not the biggest, but the
directors have been really
UOP students who were able to at
supportive, and they are
tend used the opportunity to display
willing to help out
their talents without being drowned
out by the more seasoned performpeople. //
crs.
"What we are about to undertake
people in the audience clapped and
is the stupidest thing in the world were very supportive.
ask any actor or performer," junior
"At UOP the audition process is
Matt Kimmich said just before try
favorable to new actors," said Keith
outs. "Because once you get the part,
Hammond. "The casting directors
you fail all youxdasses, break up with
have been reaily supportive, and they
your girlfriend or boyfriend, have no
axe willing to help out people."
social life, alienate your friends and
Then Hammond cruised up to
family, put up with a lot of bullshit,
center stage, carrying a bottle of wa
and the first time there is another
ter and his music.
audition, you are the first one to sign
The performers then moved to
up for it."
the "green room" to learn a variety
During the tryout, the actors had
of moves, ranging from the "sham
to get up alone in the middle of the
poo" to the "funky walk."
stage and sing to the director, who
Since Inglese was the only sea
was sitting at a desk with a mess of
soned
dancer. there-was much confu' I f ! papers and tones fan front of him. 1
% a — i i AJL. _ _ A • *

the actors bumped into each other
and twirled in different directions.
Kimmich made everyone laugh when
he burst into the song, "One of these
kids is not like the others..."
After some more instruction, they
had to go out and perform in front
of the director.
After a disastrous attempt at the
routine, Kimmich yelled to the direc
tor, "I get much better with practice!"
Hammond chimed in with, "Open
ing is not until March - right?"
Inglese added, "Yeah - that one was
just a joke."
After a few more runs through the
routine, the performers got to call it
a night. Jim Taulli, the director, and
full time teacher at UOP, said that he
thinks it will be an exciting show.
He said that "Baby" fits UOP well
as the setting is a small university
campus. "It almost sounds like UOP.
It is small and insular," said Taulli.

He said that the themeu
contemporary and applicablt
life, and the music is pop ro
not the typical Broadway«
well as being very humorous
Tamara L. Gebelt, the heao
Drama/Dance departmental]
reographer of the production
same. "It will be a fun shot
said, "I am looking forwardti
ing with everybody."
Both Gebelt and Taulli hop
more people tryout and sties
you do not have to be a thai
jor to participate. New actors,
as veterans of the stage are we
After auditions the
mingled and talked to the 4
then eventually trickled out,!
plans to come back the next (
"It takes a special kindof
when talking about the love
arts," said Gebelt.

Burden
continued from page 19
When efforts to speak with Thomas
directly fail, Pinnock takes matters
into his own hands in order to get his
job back.
R: Yes andeven the little Lawrence
child was a success. I particularly en
joyed his acting in the film's final
scene. Bellafonte and Travolta com
pliment each other welt. Their char
acter interaction is quite believable.
Each finds himseif in the position of
doing favors for the other, be it help
ing to buy birthday gifts or perforat
ing CP*. Each breathes Me into the
other; at time* quite literally, and we

realize that the black-white
vision is not so deanly cu
might think, for each seems
liant upon the other.
14: Best Bit: the poster oft
child at the fashion show.
R: One instance I partio
joyed is the burger scene, i
Pinnock andThomas share»
discuss applying salt tofreiK
it involves ketchup. This is®
when color and raceare in^
these are just two guys, W
two humans, tatting. 1 woo
reminiscence of
cfcfentair * '•

-

t person:
3H,

ly 15 seconds of fame
HARY T. SMITH

fican guest writer

»tst winter break I had the opitra r .tunity to be a movie extra in a
f|r motion film called "Copycat,"
lg Sigourney Weaver and Holly
er.
t in San Francisco the movie
rs on a serial killer who goes
id copying the most notorious
in history, the Boston Strangler,
>f Sam and Jeffery Dahmer.
Veaver plays a expert on serial
s who is being stalked by the
cat killer. The movie begins with
er lecturing to a large group of
' be»ge students on, what is in the
danfp in 1 °fa serial killer. This is where 1
!2S, 1$, sitting in a large crowd of ordi'
people listening to Sigourney
this serial killer speech.
When 1 signed up over winter
k to be an extra, I had no idea
t to expect. 1 just remember beold over the phone that I was to
t this gymnasium out on Treasure
id, which was once a naval base
in the middle of the San Francisco
at 5 a.m.
Ihe thought of having to wake
14 a.m. and commute for 45 mindid not bother me because I felt
as doing something different,
ich sounded exciting, plus I was
tg to appear in a movie.
When I arrived at the set 1
iked in and began doing what
$t people do on a movie set. I
|ted. The production crew had set
i giant tent filled with tables chairs
1 a huge spread of food for all of
extras. Several hundred people
re expected.
After waiting around for nearly
• and a half hours, people from the
duction crew began leading
ups of us in to what appeared to
i gym. But, inside was a huge lece hall. The production crew had
iverted a gymnasium to a massive
uristic lecture hall where the scene
s to take place.
Ihe extra coordinator came out
d explained to us what we could
lould not do. We couldn't talk to
e actors and we couldn't take pic
as. We were told to sit as members
an audience, and listen to Weaver
a speech on serial killers.
After an hour of just sitting there
ching, the production crew put
finishing touches on the set, and
director deciding on what angle
ake, Weaver, the star finally ap
ed.
*
I wa§ star struck. She was not 20
away from where I was sitting,
ver Was busy rehearsing her
h. 1 could not help but notice
much make-up she had on. She
Avearing so much, if 1 had seen
walking down the street, she

I

would have stood out and I would
have stared.
As soon as she appeared things
began to move rather quickly. Before
long they began filming, after each
take someone was there to fix her hair
and her make-up. And after about five
or six takes, I began memorizing her
entire speech on serial killers.
My part came when she asked all
males in the audience between the
ages of 20 and 35 to stand up. She
then asks all African Americans,
people of Asian and Latino descent
to sit down. About 50 of us remained
standing, and that was when
Sigourney said, these are the ages and
faces of what the serial killer looks
like, "White males between the ages
of 20-3 5 ."
It just so happened the camera
focused in on me for a close up shot.
I had no idea why, 1 don't really con-

It just so happened the
camera focused in on me
for a close up shot. I had
no idea why, I don't really
consider myself a serialkiller looking type.
sider myself a serial-killer looking
type, or an actor by any means.
After what seemed like an eternity
the director called it a day. And by
that time it was 6 p.m. 1 had spent an
entire day watching the filming of
"Copycat," a movie that was due out
in the fall of 1995.
After signing all the papers that
ensured I would be paid, 1 left. I
couldn't believe what a day I had. I
couldn't believe the camera focused
on me. The thought of having my
face shown in a movie seemed excit
ing, yet I thought I'd be left on the
cutting room floor. The whole day
was actually pretty boring, but I real
ized 1 got to see what behind the
scenes of a movie looks like. I got to
see a movie star up close, and to top
it off 1 was paid!
What I did not realize until this
year when 1 went to see the film in
the theaters, that I was in the open
ing scene of the movie. I actually saw
my face blown up on the screen for a
few seconds, but 1 had no idea people
would actually recognize me.
I found it really strange to see
myself on the screen. I guess that's
just part of my fifteen minutes of
fame, and I can show my grandkids,
so they can. see what I did one .winter
break, 1 needed to earn a little money.
For anyone who wants to see
what it's really like behind thoscenes
of a movie 1 recommend being a
movie extra. There's a lot of waiting,
but it's a great experience and a lot of
fun.

STUDENT
APPRECIATION SALE
Shop 'Til You Drop,
Then Pull A Marble Out To See
What Your Mystery Discount Will Be.

EVERYONE IS A WINNER!

10% OFF
RED
MARBLE . . . 20% OF
WHITE
M A R B L E . . . 30% OFF

GREEN
MARBLE . . .

TWO DAYS ONLY!!!
DECEMBER 7TH & 8TH
(Discounts do not apply to textbooks, calculators, or computer
hardware. Software and computer accessories do apply!)
Limited to stock on hand. No further discounts apply.

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
Books . . . and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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Barnes &
Noble
provides
relaxed study
atmosphere
MARY T. CUTLER
Pacifican guest writer
You can find Starbucks coffee and
over 150,000 books on just about ev
ery subject imaginable at Stockton's
Barnes & Noble. In Stockton?
Barnes & Noble is just three
blocks from the UOP campus. They
have books from romance to finance,
history to mystery, and kids' books
to cookbooks. Barnes & Noble can
also special order almost anything
that is in print.

You arc

Yl O t

a

mooch.

But when

a hole in your pocket renders you changeless,
you

Barnes & Noble is just three blocks
from the UOP campus.

You dial

"We're the mecca of book buy
ing," said current employee Nikki
Chamberlain. "There's nowhere that
compares to Barnes & Noble here in
Stockton. The cafe is a place to relax.
It is a good, relaxed atmosphere, and
no one hassles you,"

"The last time I was there
I made myself a little too'
much at home and instead
of studying I fell sound
asleep In a big armchair/'
said senior Sandy
Denham.
Jenn Violet, a UOP junior chooses
to go to this particular bookstore tt>
save money. "I love to wander around
the aisles and pick up different books
because you can sit there and read
them and you don't have to buy
them."
-•
"The last time I was thefe'I made
myself a little too much at home and
instead of studying I fell sound asleep
in a big armchair," said senior Sandy
Denham.
"Variety is the essence of the
bookstore. So many different people
See Barnes ft Noble page 27

r e l u c t a n t l y call the folks

1 800 CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are

'

collect.

minimal.

V."

. Know the Code. 1 800 CA.lt AFT That 's Your True Choicer

AT&T

Your True Choice
• * for interstate calk Promotions ftorluderl
- 1-800-GCH1KT is a registered trademark of MCI

ews.^
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& Entertainment

ive music interest resurrected on UOP campus
S PERERA
itican staff writer
\N BARBER
tican guest writer
[la spite of the waning live music
r: on campus, students are still
kl ng ways to unleash their musiItiergy.
\ clear example of this is UOP
• >r Jack Larkin, a member of the
i area band Nathan's Hand. The
i member band, of which Jack is
• Irummer, is also comprised of a
list, bassist, and two guitarists,
ven with a busy schedule which
hides a history major, managert minor and participation in his
! rnity, Pi Kappa Alpha, Jack man• to find the time to attend band
i tices in San Francisco twice a
lack's older brother, Mark Larkin,
i be heard on lead vocals while
k ther set of brothers, Eric (guitar)
id Jeff (bass) Cretarolo play along
li Andrew Bylund rounds out the
n up as rhythm guitarist.
I he band formed three years ago
heir hometown of Menlo Park
lb the intent to be a rock rooted
I "I'd put us in the category of baijr rock, a bit alternative, but defiitit ly more rock rooted," said Jack.
Nathan's Hand plays gigs
•onthly at bars where alcohol, not
bends, draw much of the clientele.
Ikst Day Saloon and Mick's Lounge
|b Mn Francisco are some of the ven[jr Nathan's Hand frequents.
The band recently finished re
fueling their freshman, self titled LP.
(bur of the songs on the twelve track
p were initially scheduled for a '93
p release, but as thyir sound began
[cimplete
They felt tnei'f
r s<2jh°gs J^fp represented the band's direction.
H irk said, "All of the songs had been
Bitten for awhile and through rel< irsal we really began to dig them.
\ felt we'd be betraying ourselves if

lames & Noble
07tinued from page 26
i me in. Everyone from the romance
i iders, to the beatnik people, scholrt, and athletes. It is the cafe that
i s made the difference. People used
I ust browse and leave. Now they
n have their coffee and books in the
-me place," said Chamberlain.
I he bookstore has a wide range
• e vents including poetry readings,
:mi- nights, book signings and mual events. Biba Caggiano, the auior of "From Biba's Italian Kitchen,"
ill be here in Stockton on Decem-r 2, from 2:30- 4:30 PM.
Chamberlain said" The one draw-

we didn't put them out as our first
release."
The album employs listener
friendly songs such as "Kelly-o's Rock
Garden." Strong guitar hooks hold
the song together as the lyrics describe a trip and someone's mineral
collection.
Also included on the album is
"Sex," a song that exemplifies the
band's talent in structure with a title
that readily reflects
subject matter. In addition, backing vocals by
Mark's wife, Nikki Larkin, add to the
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A surprise highlight is "Oklahoma," song that shines with the
"
"T
band's diversity. Bylund is given the
to
away from his
rhythm guitar responsibilities proving his ability to solo as well, while
he plucks out melodic notes on an
HJD9H|^HBBfl^^HBHnpBp^^ ,
acoustic guitar.
' A*" t"
I he band's ringer is Irailer, a
Nathan's Hatui includes UOP senior Jack Larkin (second form right).
reflective song about adolescence and
the changes involved in growing up
[~—
and growing apart. It's solid groove
S3'
and catchy vocals bring people to
their feet and evokes head bobbing
SOI
at live shows.
Illf
Junior Hillary Lannan said, "They
*
Reaching more than 155,000 homes!
are really high energy, kick ass, gritty
Covers private party household items and selected general
merchandise priced under $400 (items must be priced).
rock and roll."
w
Fans seem geared up for the
band's new recording since sales at
live shows and on campus have been
-^4Jgi
steady.
Mark said, "Everything we do I
I
"
believe in. I just try and get into what
Hsijp'py HMM-ays
I'm doing and hope the audience
from
does too." The group of friends en
Tiger
Grocery!!!
joy themselves while performing Bek
cause they play to have fun, a chemV
istry they think lasts longer than most
trends.
V
Come on over to Tiger Grocery
Jack Larkin thinks the music
•
and enter to win
scene On campus is lacking, and that
a
ticUiingjiv^bandsaVpartiesandother
holiday stocking full of goodies!!!
"j»enH wotiltjPatlir something cffffer- V ; - en't tB ^ampusitfe.
"Maybe because Stockton doesn't
M*
•
yc-ft:.
have such a strong music scene and
The winner will be contacted by phone!!
its been that way for so long, no one
ENTER NOW!!!!!!!!!!
has tried to change it," said Larkin.
";

4 LINES / 5 RUNS

can Record's Classified ^xchangt

943-1112 or 800-606-9741

i?

back is the lack of parking. There is
really not enough but I know that
they've been scotfting out for other
locations in; Stpckton so hopefully
that will be tlw^humber one problem
addressed."
Un fortunatefy -ernployees are re
quired to park op dtrn. street during
the holiday s«|ss5pl?,A%.
So if you're in the mood for a little
bit of javd and checking Brit what the
current New York Times bestsellers are
Barnes & Noble is open from 9-11
p.m., seven days a week and is located
at the corner of Pacific and March
Lane.

'\rC.

'

All of us at T.G. wish you peace and happiness
for the holiday season. Js/C. '*
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MISC
hips MP
check/M.O. payable to New Era
20231 Stagg, Winnetka, CA
91306.
Foreign students DV-1 Greencard
Program available. 1-800-6607167.

PART-TIME TEACHER for The
Fourth R Computer Classes for Viking Freight seeks part-time
kids. Grades K-8. Experience clerical and dock workers for vari
working w/ children important & ous shifts in Stockton or other
some basic computer skills nec regional facilities. Contact Pete
essary. $8/hr, 7-10 hrs/wk (or Tucker, 1820 Parkway Blvd., W.
Sacramento 95691, (916) 371more) call 951-5200.
9181.

LOST ON 11-11. WOMAN'S
GOLD WEDDING BAND IN THE
VICINITY OF UOP STADIUM.
BIG REWARD. 473-3679 LEAVE Earn an extra $1000/month
A MESSAGE.
while enjoying the freedom of
the road. Appy at Domino's
Pizza, 4343 Pacific or Call @ 952FOR SALE
3030.
HONDA PRELUDE SI '88: Fully
powered, red, AC, detachable face
CD player, tinted windows, PART-TIME/WORK STUDY
chrome platedsides, new alarm JOBS
system, 93k miles. Exc. Cond. Busines Tribune seeks Research
$6,800/best offer. Call <"> 474- Assistants, Dec.-Feb., flexible
8765.
hours, to call and verify facts for
publication of annual list of busi
nesses. Call Monica Purcells,
FOR RENT
1151 W. Robinhood Director,
2 BR 1 BA, Garage House 4 Rent 467-0861, for appointment.
newly decorated $650/mo. Near
school. Call 210-429-8689.
YMCA of S.J. County has 1996
Summer Day Camp openings.
Room 4 Rent - $325/mo, utilities Deadlines for Director and Assis
paid! large room, kitchen, laun tant Director positions in early
dry, garage, must see, non- Jan. Contact Yvette Maragliano,
smoker, pref. female. Call 473- Youth Program Director, 4677519.
2444, 445 W. Weber, Suite 242,
ASAp.
Furnished room for rent -$250,
Parkwoods area, share utilities,
female preferred, call I'eggy at
952-5242.
IOBS
Fun in the Sun 96' - Reps
Needed: Earn $ cash $ and
travel to Mexico for free with
College Tours. Call Howard or
Rick at 1-800-395-4896.
General Helper: Light car wash
ing and customer service. CLEAN

Health Plan of SanJoaquin seeks
clerical assistant, 20 hrs/wk,
$9.47/h. Experience with Win
dows and wordprocessing de
sired. Contact Catherine Leal or
Fax 939-3535.

DRIVING RECORD A MUST!
Please come into our office to fill
out an application. ENTERPRISE
RENT-A-CAR 3158 Auto Center
Cir. Ste. Fl.

Campbell's in Lincoln Center
seeks Salespersons in Wfomen's
Clothing, 20-30 hrs/wk, $5/h.
Meet with Pat, dressed and ready
to interview when you visit store
and pick up application.
General Helper: Light car wash
ing and customer service. CLEAN
DRIVING RECORD a must! Please
come into our office to fill out an
application. ENTERPRISE RENTA-CAR 3158 Auto Center Cir Ste.
FL
FULL-TIME JOBS
SALES SEARCH recruiters seek SF
area Outside Produce Sales Rep
for major client. Contact Rick
Nelles, CH Robinson, 8100
Mitchell Road, Eden Prairie, MN
55344, (800) 927-8225.

800-767-2291.
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In Shape City/
Stockton Atnletic Clubs seek
front
desk
worker, 15-20
hrs/wk, $5/h.
Contact Curt
Zimmerman,
7920
Kelly
Drive,
4722105.

H

T

LADIES NIGHT
Featuring the

"Simply Irresistable" Contest
for Cash & Prizes

$1.75 Selected Shots including
MELON BALL • SEX Oil THE BEACH • KAMIKAZE
PURPLE HOOTERS • TEQUILA SUNRISE • FUZZY NAVEL
9:OOPM-CLOSE

1616 Cisk Road, Modesto

vice providers seeks k
sociate ProgramMa A
- .A,,™0'Mar
nel Marketing
muiiwulit iw
|'[Q0
Tasman
Drive, S |i,
man Drive.
(408) 428-3657, FA'
NOW!

London

$195*
Boston
Wash. DC
Philadelphia
Paris
Auckland
Sydney

Target
seeks
cashiers, stock,
clerical, and
sales persons.
Contact Lisa
Carveles, 4707
Pacific Ave.,
476-8081.

Financial Decisions seeks Admin
istrative Assistant 2-3 hours/wk,
$6/hr, with added hours during
tax time.

Y

business, governing

+* 4

YMCA of S.J. County has Jan.
openings for On Site Program
Leader and Craft/Games and
Sports Aides at several Stockton
school sites. Contact Yvette
Maragliano, Y.P.D., 467-2444.

A

CENTRIGRAM leadip

of communications J

Neumiller and Beardslee attor
neys seek Library Clerk, flexible
20 hrs/wk, $6
6.5/hr. Contact
jgyT/ie Flower Box
Cathy Quinn or
*•.
-Sr
7135 Pacific Ave
Linda Magyar
yrV'O
Stockton,
Ca 95207
509
WeDer,
S t o c k t o n
Phone 477-7043
94895203,
477-5574
8200 or FAX
948-4910

209-529-7100

S

$171
$1)1
$171
$235

m

$50!'

•fares are each way from San Francisco based onlOire
are no: .needed and rest'crons appiy CaTfo-crrw:.;

Council Trav;

M*U

530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Suite/!
San Francisco, CA 94108

'rtya&i & f4ece4Aorue&

1-800-2-COUNt

(1-800-226-8624)
209U 952U 4237
226 -AtHcabt (^enteri^Stec/Z&ut,
Sfutic & 'Pnw&it

EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

9520'/

NOW OPEN !

T

SUNMICR0SYSh>
nical Support SpjH
UNIX experience r;
Angell, 2550 Gate,;;'
tain View 94043 tT
fA
4888
or' T
julie.angell@Corpj
info.
info. Rpsnmac
Resumes to
ASAP!

cuiors
pizza & pub

LUNCH or DINNER!
WE DELIVER!!! '

i

JUST FAX YOUR ORDER &

i

WE'LL BRING IT TO YOU

I

NEED A MENU?
WE'LL FAX YOU ONE!

FAX # 472-7326

PIZZA • RAVIOLIS
SANDWICHES
MICRO & DOMESTIC BEERS
DARTS • 3 TVS

1

. . . 4

$1 OFF $2 OFF $3 OF?
ANY
SMALL
PIZZA
GUIDI'S

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

ANY 1
LARGE I

PIZZA I

I

1

472-0783
4415 PACIFIC AVENUE

2 LARGE PIZZAS
(one topping)

, GUIDI'S

$15.99

HOURS: SUN-THURS. 10AM TO 10PM • FRI-SAT 10AM TO
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Men's volleyball preview

Talent, leadership sparks team
CHRIS MCLAUGHLIN
Pacifican guest writer

ific was unable to penetrate the Trojan barrier in a straight set loss against USC.

igers season closes abruptly
OTTENFELD
staff writer
The Tiger's volleyball team
a chaotic season with a disuraging loss in the first round of
e NCAA playoffs to #14 USC in
ree straight games last Saturday
ght in the Spanos Center.
For the first time in 16 years,
be #9 Tigers failed to advance into
ie regional semifinals. This loss not
only constituted a paltry perfor
mance, but also a fitting end to a sea: n filled with frustration and diseasure.
USC eliminated Pacific with
ores 15-9, 15-13, 15-5. The Tigers
rved poorly and couldn't generate
ucial points on offense. Their passg was proficient at times with few
rors, but production of points from
inning the offense came in very few
mrts.
"We thought we came to play,
'/e didn't play a good match at all
nd we were weak in all aspects of the
ime. We played at that level before
irlier in the year, and we hoped it
ouldn't come out again," said jun>r Sacha Caldemeyer.
Dominique Benton-Bozman
losed her final season at UOP with
0 kills, but her flashy jump serve was
neffective against USC. Rebecca
wney, also a senior, finished her
'OP career with 18 kills and three
ks. Caldemeyer dished out 50
ssists on the night along with eight
Jigs and two service aces.
"Our overall game wasn't
risp," freshman Elsa Stegemann. "I
hink we came out ready to play, but
t just didn't click. Then we dug our
selves a hole."
USC's Kelly Kuebler came up
>ig, hammering down 20 kills and
cooping up 10 digs. Jennifer Kassey
rad exceptional game as well, digging

nine balls and yielded 19 kills. USC
setter Monika Cavaliere finished with
54 assists.
The Tigers couldn't get much
going in the first game as they fell
behind early 9-3 and couldn't recover
after hitting .075. The second game
saw the Tigers take a curt 8-3 lead over
the Trojans, but holding on to it was
too tough for the Tigers. In the third
game, USC got on top swiftly 8-0 and
never looked back.
The Tigers hit a meager .208
for the match as opposed to USC's
.336. The Tigers blocked seven balls
and USC blocked 11. Serving from
both sides was pitiful, but the Tigers
took the crown with 13 service errors,
ironically starting the game with one.
"I can't believe it," said
Downey of her last UOP match. "I
didn't prepare for it. I had all the
confidence in the world that my sea
son wasn't going to end. I don't think
it really hit me till John [Dunning]
said that we were going to meet on
Monday and then I thought, oh God,
that's it."
The hour and forty minute
game had many sideouts, giving the
effect it was hard fought battle even
though the scores and amount of
games played showed a spanking.
This dismal performance brings next
year into question earlier than antici
pated, and their outlook is bittersweet
considering they lost two big time
players such as Benton-Bozman and
Downey.
The Tigers (21-9) have been
through some interesting times this
season. Becoming a championship
team takes more than heart some
times, and this team tried hard but
fell prey to lack of mental discipline.
Experience is key. Next year should
be fruitful with their range of talent
if they can overcome the deficiencies
that plagued them in the '95 season.

With their season opener a little
over a month away, the 1996 men's
volleyball team is just about ready to
showcase its "most talented" team in
its four years of competition.
Head Coach Joe Wortmann said
that this year's team is already a bet
ter team - and not just a potentially
better team - than previous teams he
has coached. The Tigers have more
talent, depth, and experience than
previous teams and most importantly
they have more leadership.
Wortmann said there are two
kinds of leadership on this season's
squad: leadership through work ethic
and leadership of experience.
Returning senior Russell Gan pro
vides most of the leadership through
work ethic because of his desire to
perform at a level of excellence. He
led the Tigers last season with an as
tonishing 1,067 assists while adding
118 digs.
"He works harder than anybody
on the team," Wortmann said.
Gan will distribute the offense to
juniors Greg Wakeham and Sam
Crosson. Wakeham led the squad last
season with 416 kills including a
school-record 46 vs. San Diego State.
Cosson added a 137 kills for the Ti
gers.
Newcomer Martin Berkencamp,
who came to UOP from Germany,
will provide some leadership of ex
perience. The 24-year-old, 6-foot-8inch sophomore has played on an
international level, exhibiting skill
and showing "good technique."

"It is yet to be seen how good
he is," Wortmann said, adding
"When he wants to kill the ball, he
kills the ball like no other player."
Last year the Tigers, who are try
ing to escape from the shadows of a
very successful UOP women's team,
finished 7-16 overall and 3-16 in the
very competitive Mountain Pacific
Sports Federation.
"We're very good and much bet
ter. I wouldn't be surprised if we
played .500 ball," Wortmann said,
"By far, this is our best offensive
group and our best defensive group."
In this competitive league, win
ning 50 percent of the games would
qualify for the playoffs.
The men's volleyball team opens
at Cal-Berkeley on Jan. 14 and then
host UC-Santa Cruz on Jan. 17. After
a UC-Santa Barbara tournament and
a home match against CS-San Bernar
dino the real season begins.
The Tigers open league play at
home with a match against a solid
Stanford team. Wortmann doesn't
think there is a crucial stretch of the
schedule.
"We play 19 league matches and
that's all that counts," Wortmann
said. "There is not one game we can
take for granted."
Wortmann seems very pleased
with what he has seen so far with his
squad but it is a long season. But
what better way to go through a long
season with a team he likes to coach.
"One of our true strengths is that
they are a truly good group of young
men with a tremendous respect for
one another," Wortmann said.

Player profile

Women's basketball to play
without Sue Will
XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican staff writer
There is only one thing that can
prevent the most valuable player of
the UOP women's basketball team
from playing: injuries.
Sue Will the 5-9 guard, recently
fractured her right leg during practice,
and is not expected to play until the
first week of January.
"Probably I won't be able to play
until after Christmas," said Will.
Last game, putting her in the lead
of all returning players.
See Will page 31

Sue Will

PAGE 30

Football

UOP finishes season 3-8:
Seven players named to All-Big West
GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer
Sometimes Pacific's football team
had their peaks, other times they had
valleys. But when reviewing the 1995
season, it all boils down to wins and
losses.
UOP finished the 1995 season 38 overall and 2-4 in Big West games.
By that measure it would hard to
judge their team performance a suc
cess. Then again. Pacific played the
toughest non-league schedule in the
nation. Four of Pacific's opponents
will compete in post-season bowl
.games. (Nebraska, Oregon, Nevada
and Arizona)

Joe Abdullah
The Tigers peaked early in the sea
son with a win at home against Or
egon State on Sept. 9. It marked the
first win against a Pac-10 team since
1983.
Pacific can look to next season
with optimistic hopes. Players like

defensive backs Nigel Burton and
Matt Kilgras, along with Kato and
Wasswa Serwanga will return and
should help improve Pacific s second
ary.

The Tigers peaked early in
the season with a win at
home against Oregon
State on Sept. 9. It marked
the first win against a
Pac- 7 0 team since 7 983.
Although the team as a unit
didn't perform up to the standards of
their 6-5 season last year, there were
a number of bright spots and surprises
for many of the individual players.
Senior running back Joe Abdullah
was selected to the first team all-Big
West for the second straight season.
Abdullah's 1334 yards rushing and
1794 all purpose rank 15 and 14 re
spectively in the NCAA. Abdullah will
represent UOP in the annual EastWest Shrine game Jan. 14 at Stanford
Stadium.
"I'm really looking forward to the
game," Abdullah said. "And I'm
proud to represent UOP."
Senior outside linebacker Elliott
Burke's apptitude for stopping the run
impressed coaches throughout the
season. Burke posted a team-high 8
sacks and was honored as a first-team
all Big West selection.

3202 PACIFIC AVE.
STOCKTON, CA 95204
ONE BLOCK SOUTH Of AL.
MON - SAT

1 1:00 AM - 9:30 PM

Elliott Burke
"I've got my line to thank for this
one," Burke said. "I was hyped up
when I found out I was selected, but
it was a tough season."

"I've got my line to thank
for this one," Burke said.
"I was hyped up when I
found out I was selected,
but it was a tough
season."
Junior offensive guard Bryan
Chiu and junior inside linebacker
Vince Bruno were second-team selec
tions, as voted by conference coaches.
Rounding out the pack as honor
able mention picks were defensive
lineman Jyme Daniels and offensive
tackle Hormaz Jangi. Senior Eric
Atkins was named honorable men
tion all-conference for special teams
and as wide receiver.

Tiger Intramural Update
4-Person "A" League
Finals:
Tadow III vs. Gravity Undefined
4-Person "B" League
Semi-finals:
HSA III vs. Phi Delt
Kappa Psi vs. Phi Delt
Volleyball Playoffs
(as of Dec. 4)
Women's League
Semi-finals:
Superset def. Tri Delt 2-1
Pumps N A Bumps vs. Be Jammin
1 Co-Rec

"A" League
Semi-finals:
Recreators def. MECHA 2-0
Phi Delta Chi def. Polar Bears 2-1
Finals:
Recreators vs. Phi Delta Chi

II

Flag Football
Pacific men's A champion,
Archania traveled to Cal State Univer
sity- Hayward on Sunday, Dec. 3, to
compete in the second annual Pio
neer Bowl. Jhis competition included
IM Flag Football champions from
seven Northern California universi
ties.
Archania defeated Hayward 2824, Sonoma State 48-8 and Sacra
mento State 26-16 to capture Pacific's
first Pioneer Bowl championship.

AUTHENTIC CHINESE p,

Congratulations to the Archania
team: Jon Peterson, Leon Cerna,
Dan Anello, Jamie Harper, Chad
Kiltz, Kevin Nicholson, Tony St.
George, Greg Cosso and Ryan
G
o
n
z
a
l
e
z
.
A special thanks to Tammy Mason
who represented Pacific as an offi
cial for the tournament.

Valley Expre,
Transport^,
Serving San FrancisJ
Sacramento

Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Ra

J

209) 957-2827/(209) 9^

Gary Sakai DDS
general dentistry
for all ages

3031 W. March Lane #11
Stockton, CA 95219
951-0673

Patricia

Psychic Ream

Helpful Advice on All Problem
Past - Present - Future
• Tarot Cards
• Palms
over 30 yeais expend

209/463-22031
$5 special for UOP student

Lynn
Allison

Intramural Basketball
KEEP IN MIND FOR NEXT SEMESTER
Entries Open: Jan. 15, 1996
Entries Close: Jan. 29, 1996
Play Begins: Feb. 4, 1996
Leagues:
Men's AA, A, B, C
Women's A,B
Napoleon A,B
Co-rec

Intramural Update is brought to you by: Tina Cagne, Scott Harding, Kim Gartland, Erin McLey, Travis Medley, Mark Mennelstein
and Carla Konet.

Airports]

*

Parker, DDS
•

Family Dentistry

i

The Fountains
3031 West March Lane
Suite 340 East
Stockton, CA 95-lu

(209) 957-5116
fax: (209) 956-6186

x i -
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Antiques & Collectables

continued from page 29

Deis i Aggers who competed in the Stanford Tens Rugby Tournement. From top
j kit: Deron Brewer, Coach Chris Snell, Dan Millsap, Shayn Zurlinger, Bran• ^ » Leoff> Mike Vexler, Perry Reyes, Jon Coma, Ryan Zander, Front: Travis
)^Wedley, Justin Matheson, Derrek Kidd, Jon O'Donnel

Rugby club earns respect;
seeks funds and players
USTIN MATHESON
P.icifican Guest Writer
Pacific has a rugby team? Don't
iugh. That's what UC Santa Cruz
Hugby players did last Saturday just
• fore Pacific Rugby defeated them
l>v two tri's at the Stanford 10's Rugby
tournament. In October, The Pacific
lugby Team was nothing more than
In idea in need of considerable planIing. Now, the team is a major conpnder in the Northern California
'.icific Rugby Union, which includes
ollegiate rugby teams such as UNR,
acramento State, Chico State, San
cse State, Stanford, UC Davis, and
JC Santa Cruz.
The Pacific Rugby team has estab

lished a schedule within the Union
and will bring four rugby games to
UOP next semester for all students to
attend free of charge. The team con
sists of 32 members, which is cur
rently the biggest sports club on cam
pus. New members join the team
weekly. The team is coached by Dr.
Chris Snell, a Sports Science Profes
sor, who volunteers his time to the
team. After Saturday's tournament,
Coach Snell was very pleased with the
turnout.
Next semester, Pacific Rugby will
be organizing fund-raisers to pay for
rugby goal posts for the upcoming
season and future years. The team will
need the university's support to pro
ceed with the season.

ccer

ioccer club finishes with
mother winning season

f The Pacifican
UOP's men's soccer club finished
ts Fall season with an overall record
pi 6-1-2, its sixth consecutive winling season. The six wins included
l dories over the varsity teams of
)lenlo College, California Maritime
)cademy, a new California State Uniersity in Vallejo, and Simpson, all
f ur-year colleges, and San Joaquin
t elta College, a two-year school. The
&nly loss suffered was to UC-Berkety, whose club was composed of
\ irmer varsity players who had used
fp their NCAA eligibility and current
indergraduate students.
The leading scorer for UOP was

Patrick Gerigk, a senior communica
tions major from Berlin, Germany,
who drilled the net 10 times, or more
than one goal per game. Gerigk, who
played wide receiver on the football
team said, "American soccer has come
a long way in the past ten years, but
still has a way to go. Playing here and
being successful on both a team and
personal basis is very gratifying,"
Gerigk said.
According to first-year volunteer
coach Matt Vargo, "Patrick's combi
nation of size, speed and touch makes
him very dangerous scorer. Most
teams aggressively marked him for
the entire game and he still scored."

"Anytime you loose a senior
player that has been a starter, it kind
of gives you some depth problems,"
said assistant coach John Ishee.
"There is one less good player to put
on the floor."
"She's always very supportive,
very team oriented," said point guard
Tina Miteko. We really miss her, but
hopefully she will be back pretty
soon.
This is not the first injury Will has
sustained. Last season she suffered
from a torn anterior cruciate liga
ment, during the first round of the
Big West Tournament.
"Injuries are frustrating, but they
make you appreciate your health,"
said Will. The injuries might stop her
from playing, but they in no way pre
vent her from encouraging and sup
porting her teammates.
"She's very lively, inspiring al
ways smiling," said Miteko. "She's a
great teammate and a true Tiger."
Her friendly personality and
school spirit are seen through her al
ways present smile and her tendency
to wear UOP colors: orange and black.
Will can also be recognized
around campus by the orange and
black cast she choose and a way to
show support to her team. A team
mate said that at times Will can even
be seen with orange and black nail
polish. "There is that spirit of her that
we like," said Ishee
Being on the team has been one
of the most rewarding experiences for
Will, who is anxious to return to the
court.
"I like the friendships that de
velop in the team, working with other
people," said Will. "We are a strong
team."
"We have a lot of potential," said
Will. Last year we went to the the
Big West Tournament Finals, and this
year we should be there again."
Going to the Big West Tourna
ment and winning it has become a
personal goal for Will. When asked
what was her most memorable mo
ment at UOP she said it "is yet to
come when we win the Big West Tour
nament."

Career Highs: Sue Will
Points: 20 vs. Wright State, Dec.
17, ll),,4.
3-Pt. FG: 4 vs. 'Wright State,
Dec. 17, 1994.
Rebounds: 11 vs. Long Beach
State, Feb. 2, 1995.
Assists: 7 vs. UNLV. Feb. 26,
1995.
Blocks: 1 (4 times) last vs. UNLV,
March 8, 1995.
Steals: 3 (2 times) last vs. CalState Fullertonjan. 22,1995.

(209) 465-7486
6820 Pacific Ave., Suite 1A .
P.O. Box 621 . Stockton, Ca 95201

1-5 Golf Practice Center
982-5700
Open till 11pm
. 55 W. Hospital Road
South on 1-5 Across From the
San Joaquin County Hospital
\

One Basket,
Get 2nd Basket

Valid oufy with coupon

P
IE

Exp ICV31/95

Pollardville
Chicken Kitchen
& tase D Pizza

It

0646 N. Hwy 99, Stocktor
209-931-0272

Buy one dinner
and get the
2nd half off!
Bring this coupon in today!

Open Everyday: 11am - 9 pm
/T=

Stockton's

6262
West Lane

The Valley's Newest, Most Luxurious
Theatre is in your backyard!
Corner of West Lane & Swain. Stockton
Bargain Matinees in Stereo
Avoid the Lines! Buy your tickets up
to 2 days in advance at the Box Office

c

Secured Parking
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Gift Certificates
Available at the Box Office
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ASUOP Stuff: Members of the most powerful student-run organization on campus

Part-time Position
Available Next Semester
ASUOP is looking for an enthusiastic student to
till the vacant Human Resources position for
Spring Semester. Applications are available
now in the ASUOP office. This is a paid posi
tion. Duties include coordination of spring elec
tions, student representation on university com
mittees, grade grievances, and public relations.
Applications are due by noon on December 13.

-ul

Departing Human Resources
Manager Marty Raumann

